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Number 166 of the WEEKLY will be published June 17. This 
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- shared alike by editors, publishers, and readers. From June 17 
till Sept. 2, no paper will be issued except the monthly editions, 
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It is well he died. We mean William Cullen Bryant. If he 
had not departed just in time, he would now be enduring the· 
boring of writing autograph letters and poems · to every cross-
-roads schopl house in the country, whose master or mistress 
-might see fit to celebrate him in memorial exercises. This is the 
torture that Whittier and Longfellow are now enduring. Genius 
has responsibilities. It has also rights, among-them, peace from 
bores :and ignoramuses, who without a spark of literary ability 
or an iota of l~terary taste institute memorials of distinguished 
~en in order by some . hocus pocus to put their conscious inferi-
ority in juxtaposition with the names of the Great. 
To a large extent these memorial exercises have superseded the 
old-fashioned rhetorical exercises, and not, we fancy, to the im-
provement of the pupil~ in a literary line. As a variety from 
either; the WEEKLY would recommehd the plan of J. C; I-iart~ 
zler, of ~ewark, Ohio, for occasional trial. The appendeo pro-
gram will -give a goodide \ of Mr. Hartilet's plan. 
Re-union Exercises, in the high school as~embly rooms, Newark, Ohio, 
Friday, P. M. M~rch 26th, 1880. Programme. Music. Electricity; Biog. 
raphy of Prof. S . .... B. Morse. Morse's Bill in Congress. Music. Telegraphy. 
Experiments in Telegraphy. The Great Eastern . The Atlantic Cable. 
. Music. Poem-Cyrus W~ Field. Associates of Prof. Morse. Music. Eulogy 
on Prof. Morse. Prof. Edison.and the Electric Light. Music. Illustrative 
Drawings. -
======= 
On Friday of last week an examination of graded schools in 
villages was held throughout the state of Illinois for purposes of 
grading rather than ' test or comparison. The questions were 
thproughly judicious. ·The WEEKLY, however, must criticise the 
• method of examining in spelling by presenting words in ,phonetic 
or misspelled style. The grades examined were the 8th, 5th, and 
3rd, and the following is the way in which the 8tu grade spelling 
was presented: " 
EIGHTH GIlADE ..... SPELLING. TIME-THIRTY MINUTES. 
Correct the following, if needed: Gro tesk'-, Sas; si frass, Man;' ag i b';e '-
Res' i pee, Bn' ro, Ma lish' us, Tas' si turn, 1m pune/, Cro shay.!, Cit' a' dell. ' 
Dis' si plin, Buis' ness, Prej' u dice, Mil lish' y, Cur' rent sy, Skoll len, 
Dai' Iy, Bill' yus, Vit' tels, Phy los' 0 fy. 
Word Analysis.-Give the root, prefixes,and suffixes of the following w~rds, 
-and define each part: Contention, Aqueduct, Convoke, Precedent, Inscrip. 
tion, Revising, Precipitate, Repressible, Productive, Conscientious. 
Now, the WEEKLY submits \ that it is not fai~ either to chil- -
dren or adults to pres~nt a spelling exercise in su~h form as the 
above. The 'fEEKLY knew only one Chicago examiner who 
propounded such a set of words and he turned outa savings bank 
swindler. By the way, in the same examination a Hibernian 
was being examined and when asked how he was getting on re-
plied that he did very well till :they gave him Ii list of Greek 
words to define, which floored him, inasmuch as he knew noth-
ing of Gieek. 
But seriously it confuses one to have false orthography present-
ed to the eye, and a failure in such a cas~ should be charged to 
the crotchety examiner rather than to the deficiency of the pupil. 
It is a good plan when one is in doubt "about the spelling-of a 
word to write it to determine whether in performing the rite of -
writing it we write -right; b-.:t to have words purp9sely mis-spelled 
-presented to the eye is a different matter and should· never be 
made the test w.hen any serious matter qepends thereon. 
ALL FOR LORNE. 
A NUMBER of our exchanges have· been criticising unfav0]:~- , - bly the Canadian National -hymn written by his-excellency 
the viceroy the' Marquis of Lorne. The first verse and chorus is 
as follows: 
"God bless our wide dominion 
Our Father's chosen land; 
And bi nd in lasting union 
Each ocean's distant strand. 
From where Atlantic terrors 
Our hardy seamen_ train 
To where the salt sea mirrors 
The vast Pacific chain. 
0, bless our wide dominio~ 
True freedom's fairest scene; 
Defend our people's uni9n, 
God save our empire's queen I" 
The h~mn becomes more belligerent as it proceeds, but we 
Jorbeat:. While we must acknowledge that frqm a literary sta~d 
point there are some faults in the above~ ye we fancy that the 
young man's critics have not taken a broad view-of the ,question • 
True if is vealy; true d9minion rhymes with ingyun ratlier than - -
with union, and terrors with errors rather tban with mirrors; the '. 
lines -do not read well, indeed they halt;· but what of that? 
Lyric poetry is made to sing not to read; and it d6es not sing 
well to any known tune., Theshort·sightedness of Lorne's criti(;s 
is in trying to make it go to the tU,ne of "God save the Queen," 
or "America" as we call it. · Now -if they wiil only desist fropl , _ 
·this fruiHess task ~nd sing it to the tune of "The Wearing of th~ .'- . 
\ . , 
,; 
. 
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GreeIl'" they will find that it goes just "beautiful." Is 'it possible 
that 'the- viceroy ' is ,a ,Fenian in disguise? The following is its 
prototype: 
I met with Napper Tandy, 
And he took me by the hand, 
And he said "How's poor old I~eland 
And how-wow does she stand? 
She's the most distressful counter-ee 
That ever you have, seen. , 
They're hanging men and women there 
For wearing of the Green," 
As-an improvement on the viceroy's hymn, in order to make 
the rhyme, at least, perfect, we suggest the following: 
.. 
"God bless our wide dominions, 
Our fathers' barren land, 
No Yauk shall'steel our ingyuns, 
By any slight of hand. 
From where Atlantic terrors 
Our hardy seamen train 
To where our country's errors 
Swell the grasping Yankees' gain. 
0, bless our wide dominions, 
Whose bounds are freedom's taw, 
And, whate'er the,Yanks' opinions, 
God save my mother-in-Iaw."-
But none of the above suits us as well as a familiar college song 
that , seems, peculiarly appropriate to the occasion and the per-
So~s. 'Phe following might b~ sung with great propriety by a 
loyal subj~ct of the Dominion: 
"1 wi,~h I was a geese, 
All for Lome! 
I wish 1 was a geese 
All for Lorne ! 
I'd live and die ID peace 
And accumulate much grease 
Eating com! 
, ' 
HIGHER ElJUCA TION BY THE STATE. 
" , 
PRESIDENT Lemuel Moss writes in the New York Examiner , , and Chronicle ~n able article on this much-mooted question. 
The ~iews ar~ all the more valuable coming as they do from an 
educ~tot for so long a time identified with the interests of de· 
nominational institutions of- learning. We make a- hasty con-
densation ot the reverend gentleman's article. 
Whatever' may be our t~eory of the, state, very few of ~s 
would be willing to see it reduced "to a merepolic,e power. In 
the phrase, "prot~ction of life and property" , prote~tion SI,lOUld 
~ean much more than the punishment of crime, life more than 
the mere fact of animal existc:nce, and property more than an 
accumulation of material wealth., 
" If this be conceded,and'it may be granted that the state ' has 
tlis: right to engage in SUC _l. "pro tect,i9n " ,then the advocates of 
nigher' e~ucation by the state have no more to contend for. If 
some contend that the power of the state should be limited to 
, "the a4ministration of justice an'd the protection of citizens lD 
. _ their' rights,then unless the terms "justice" and "rights" are de; 
fined within narrow limits, the friends of state education will 
, again h~.ve all they ~k for. 
In secular affairs the power of the state is quite extensive; it 
, is only,in matters of conscience, and not always in them, that 
. the interfer.ence of the state should be prohibited. Hence the 
stat~ ~ay, do ~lmost anything 'that will promote the general ! el-
f~re, tli,e outcry against paternalism to the contrary notwithstand-
ipg.- The constitution gives the state power to foster the pr,o-
gress 9f science and the useful arts; hence copyr,ight,. patll-nt laws, 
surveys~ expeditions, the postal service, and control of telegraphs 
~nd ra:i.lroads,should the same seem necessary or advisable. There 
'" / '.'is'no practicable li~it to w.hat the ,state may do in the matter of 
, ed ucation, or any other measure inextri'cably interwoven with 
the welfare of the people. This is generally granted in regard 
to elementary education~ but 'de~ied in the matter of higher 'ed-
ucation at the expense of the state. But at what point of an ed-
ucational course shall we draw the line? Shall we limit it to the 
three R's? But each one of the three R's followed to its fullest 
development leads out to infinity. Stop at the elements? The 
propositions of Euclid were axiomatic elements to Newton! Sto.p 
where in reading? With the fables in Webster's spelling book, 
or with H erbert Spenct!r and Shakespeare? In writing? where 
shall tQ.ey stop? :With po~-hooks and hangers? The lines then 
between elementary arid high schoois must be arbitrary and va~ 
rying. Moreover, goo~ primary schools 'cannot exist without 
good high schools. What is good for those who wish to go on to 
the high school is good for those who are to stop midway. The 
very existence of the high school is elevating. The state would 
better abandon the primary schools to the work of charity than 
relinquish the high school. A system should not only train its 
own teachers but diffuse a liberal educational spirit. 
, The University of Michigan is doing more for c;:lementary ed-
ucation in that state than all other agencies combined. An at-
tack on the higher schools is an attack on the vital part of the ' 
system anc~ should be so regarded, whether so intended or not. 
Education is not a luxury, but a necessity, and the &tate can-
not afford to let gifted minds lie domi'ant, or subject to the vi-
cissitudes of chance~ ' We do not expose our sick in the expecta-
tion that some~it~n will come' along to ta~e cat:e of 
them. 
The state colleges are the best. Just as the public elementaJ;'y 
schools drive out private schools of the, same &rade, and high' 
schools drive out the denominational seminaries, so the state col-
leges will drive out the denominational colleges or force them 
into being secular. It is a mistake to suppose that a state col-
lege must be irreligious because the state can not t~ach religion. 
The state does not teach anything. The ~eople -~SlDg the state 
as an instrument select such teachers as are suitable, making apt-
ness to teach the chief qualification, and such will teach Chris-
tian morality as well in a state school as they would in a den om-
i~ational sch001, and the spirit of Christianity anrl Christian 
morality may and does pervade the public schools of all grades 
"th;ough the influence of the living men and women in charge Of 
' them, as completely as it per~ades the sectarian schools ,of cor-
' ~esponding grades. It is good men and good women that make 
good schools. The auspices under which the schools are carried 
on are of minor importance,except in a merely material point of ' 
vie.w. 
The church has no more right to arrogate to herself the exclu-
sive, control of hIgher education in this country than she has in 
'EUl;ope, and i.f she itssails the 'st'ate colleges the state colleges will 
withstand the ,shock, and come out of 'th'e contest victorious. A 
man keeping a temperanc~ h~tel ~ust give his guests something 
more than his sign, which would be a poor substitute for hearty 
meals and a clean bed. So sectarian schools must have some-
thing more to com~end them than a ' display of the particular 
stripe which represents tneir denomination, ' and until they have 
educational facilities superior to the secular schools, they should 
at least be modest ' enough to conform to the doctrine, "LIVE 
,AND LET LIVE. , ; , 
======== 
-The .?'forth Americtzn Review for April contains "McClellan's Last Ser. - • 
vic~ ,to .the Re~~blic. ~art I,': by, G. T . Curtis; "Relations of Canada w~th jfe 
Umted States, ' by Sir F . Hmcks' "The Failure of the Southern PUJplW' oy 
Rev. David Sy.'ing ; "G~nel'll;l Gra~tand a Third Term," by George'S. Bout-
well; "The Ins~ Land Queshon," by Charles Stewart Pamell; "Recent Wo~ 
, on Trade and Fmanee," by Edward Cary. ' , -
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THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
.If History of Eng/and. based on and retaini~g Portions of Worcest~r's Ele· 
ments of History. By A. P. Stone, Supermtendent Schools, Sprmgfield, 
Mass. 1879. Boston: Thompson Brown & Co' 12 mo: pp. 146• 
. This is a very neat little volume, excellently printed on fine 
paper, with six maps and many good illustrations. There are 
synopses for reviews; chronological tables of contemporary 
events; explanations of the genealogy of the English sovereigns; 
a.summary of the whole history condensed upon two pages; and 
. a p;.ge of suggestions to teachersJ that with the change of a few 
names of books would be an admirable preface for any school 
history. ·No questions are appended; but in the margin of every 
sectio~ is set, in a type that easily catches the eye, a statement 
of the subject of the section, suggesting what questions ' may be 
asked. 
The story of England is well told in the text, ' very briefly in-
deed, but clearly and with good choice of incidents; and the 
brief characterizations of the various kings are pointed and ef-
fective. For example, see the d~scription of Henry VIII.: 
"He was eighteen years of ag~, o~ b~auti~~l person, accoIll.-
plisJ:led manners, f!ank and open m hIS citsposltlon, poss~ssed of 
considerable learmng and fine talents, and was regarded by the 
peapJe with affection and high ~xpectation. But these fond ex-
pectations were wofully dlsappomted. As the. character of t~e 
king developed itself, he was f~und to be des.tlt~te both of WIS-
dOq1 and virtue, and prov.ed hlmsel! an unpnn~lpl.e~ and cruel 
tyrant: rapacious and prodI~al, .obst.mate and capnclOus, fickle 
in his friendships and merclless 111 hIS resentments, and capable 
of sending a minister or a w.ife to t~e ,scaffold with appare~tly 
little feeling or compunctIOn. HIS government was but httle 
short of a despotism." -po 60. . 
- To be sure, M~. Stone puts in a jew li~es ~eferring to Froud-::'s 
whifewashing efforts, on page 62; but he saId the truth strongly 
to begin with. The chapter from which we quote ends with II 
few paragraphs which set forth well the manners and customs of 
the time. 
We think schools that want a hIstory of England ·that sh .. ll be 
brief, but yet a convenient instrument in the hands of a good 
teacher, can hardly find a better. 
Yet we have some things against this book; some objections 
that He against many more pretentious histories. It ,puts in too 
ma~ y of the.legends and fictions t hat have long past for history. 
Pllobably there is too much of Dr. Worcester. If these things are 
given at all, it should be w~th the preface,-"it used to be said" 
so or so. Page 1 7 says Sweyn "was the grandson of Beatrix, the 
daughter of.~dward the Elder." But this is worse than doubt-
ful- and if Thira (or Beatrix) was wife of Gorm the Old, it does 
, . . 
not follow that she was the ancestress of Sweyn. But that Thua 
was not English: 'Page 25 says William Rufus "was accidently 
shot by Sir Walter Tyrrel with an arrow aimed at a stag i~ the 
New Forest." All that is known is that the Red King was found , 
dead with an arrow in ,his breast; Tyrrel denied the 'charge; 
Page 32 says King John was called Lac~land because of. the loss 
of-his territories in France. Not so; It was, because hIS father 
gave .him no lands when he gave lands to his elder brothers; he 
expected ,to give Ireland to John. Page 28 says that . the Consti-
tutiaos of Cl~renden "enacted that clergymen . accuse? of any 
criIne should ,be tried by temporal judges." Not quite so; see the 
document itself. Page 44 tells the story that Prince Henry 
truc~ Sir William Gascoigne, the chief justice; Knight calls this 
~ doubtful story. ' 
._ ~hy mentio? o~ page 47 the baseless supposition that the 
, 
, 
Duke of Gloucester murdered Henry VI.? Why mention the 
story that Clarence was drowned in a butt of Malwsey wine, 
unless to contrildict it? Why assert that R ;chard III. "lVaded to 
the throne through the blood of his nearest relations" (page 49), 
when the evidence that he slew the princes was sho~vn to be very 
. doubtful, by Horace Walpole, a century ago, and by the author 
of Annals of England, more recently? In the Chronological 
table, p. 55, what is the proof that tbe mariner's compass was . 
invented in 1302? that gunpowder was invented at Cologne, 
1340? These are very doubtful. "Turks first enter Rome,13S:l·" 
Who could suppose that this means that the Turks then crossed 
the Hellespont for the first time, into the European part of the 
Eastern Empire? and 1343 is the correct date. "Cape of Good ' 
Hope discovered, '1392." A sheer blunder of about a century;, 
1486 was the real date. "Watc'hes made at Nuremberg, .1477·" 
A doubtful statement at best, and,qu'ite misleading as to the facts. 
The articles made .at Nuremberg were hardly to be called watches. \ 
These are samples' of the blemishes ·fn a very good book. We 
regret the necessity of pointing them out; but our school boofs . 
should be more carefully written. 
Arithmetic : its What, How, and Why. A Manual for the Use of Teachers. 
By C. F. R. Rdlows, M. A., Professor 'of Mathematic. in the MiChigan 
State Normal School, Ypsilanti. 1880. pp. 178. 
We have read this little book with unusual interest-it is so very 
different from what is generally furnished under the title of' 
"Arithmetic." As the author says, it is a manual for teachers, 
and not for pupils. Its aim is to present the theory of arithme-
tic with a view to its practical application. The author therefore 
makes an original distinction between "primary" and "practi-
cal" arithmetic, includ-ing. in the former that which deals with 
the "operation'" chiefly, while in the latter .he includes also the 
"rule." The"explanation" falls in the, provence of "higher" arith-
metic. In the "operation" he would include I. How examples are 
w"rought. 2. A test of the. pupWs ~bility t9 work examples. 3. ' 
A system of training in correctness, neatness, and rapidIty of' 
work. Practical arithmetic is introdeced when the pupil is ~ked 
to state the rule, or describe the "op,eration." And the explati-
'ation of the operation, or an elucidation of the propriety of the 
rule, is said to be a logical process, involving language, and ' 
hence falls under the head of higher or advanced arithmetic. 
The author's own words will most fully express his views on 'this 
subject: 
. \ 
"The first (Prima~ ~rithmetic) is concern~d with the obj ective and tangi-
ble forl)ls of tbe subject. Its processes are 'slmple, elementary, and such as 
need only to be illustrated to pe seen to De true. It is engaged with the al-
phabet of arithmetic-with its symbolism of number, operation and relation-
and thus has a facing which looks toward and plainly antieip,ates the phase of . 
the subject whieh is to follow. * * * ' 
"In Practical Arithmetic we see the same things, only their fprms are more. 
pronounced and distinct. They are no les';' objective than in Primary Arith,-
metie, but are more subjective. The operations are more complex. L:ln- , 
guage has grown irito a lafge place among definitions and rules. It has 
become a field to be carefully w,atched and cultivated. Illustrations have 
given way to explanations, which exhibit a decided leaning toward de ~ on-
strations. , • 
· "In Philosophical or Higher-Arithmetic we are at the opposite Pole from 
Primary. 'Fhe,concrete, and tangible is here abstract. The objective bas be-
come subjective. Thought has devi;ea new to .• 1s for its investigations and 
expression-the literal notation-and explanation mu;;t be nothing less than 
demonstration." 
Accordingly, following the announcement of the successive 
topics, ' differen~ "Problems" are given, ·first involving Primar-y, 
and subsequently Practical Arithmetic. For example: The sub- , 
· ject of Subtraction ,is introduced by ~he followiJ?g.: 
• DIVISIONS OF THE TOPIC. • , 
(a) .l\s to, Subject-matter: , ' . . 
ProlJlun I. To s#6tract a numlur "ot exc.uding r;ine from aM/Mr ' 
not exceeding the forner plus nine. . . 
~ - ' . 
. ~ . 
f 
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Probleln II. To subtract numblrs l xpressed by two or more plaus of 
ligures. 
CASES.- I and 2. 
(b) As to Grades or Ages of pupil. 
1. Grades 1st and 2d,-Primary A rithmetiL" 
2 . Grades 3d-8th,-P1'actical Arithmetic. 
3. Grades 9th-, H igher A rithmetic. 
Here Problem I. falls under Primary and Problem II. under 
Practical Ari ~hmetic . Under each Problem the " Steps in Teach- ' 
ing" are given, followed by copious "Remarks and Suggestions." 
The work takes the teacher OVer ' the divisions of Arithmetic 
u'sually preceding Percentage. The whole is fully and systemat-
ically outlined, and furnished with hints and suggestions in 
abundance, calling attention to "special points," noting depen-
dences and other considerations of matter or method. 
In the subject of. Arithmetic this book will furnish a teacher 
much that can be obtained nowhere else outside of~the normal 
school, and perhaps. not always in the so-called normal school. 
It is not without defects, especially in style, but it has sufficient 
merit-i~ sufficiently a vade mecum for the teacher of this science 
-to justify us in giving it a hearty recommendation to our read-
ers. 
THE MA GAZINES. 
;-The International R evilW for April contains-Mr.Gladstone, by Clement 
!lugh Hill; The Letters of Eugene Delacroix, by Henry James, Jr.; The Rev-
olutionary Movement in Russia, 'by Karl Blind ; William lVIorris Hunt, by 
Sarah W . Whitman; The Gothenburg Liquor.License System, by C. C. 
Andre\!Vs; The Uranometria Argentina of Dr. Gould, by Edward S. Holden; 
- Sun-Spot Cycles and Epidemics, . by Ernest W . Cushing, M. D.; Tammany 
Hall, by Van Buren Denslow, LD. D.; Contemporary Literature. 
-The April number of the Popular S cience Mmtltly, in the variety, read 
ableness, and substantial excellence Qf its articles, well sustains its reputation. 
Its fi rst paper, by Mr. 9. M. Lungren; on "Progress and Poverty," treat5 of 
certain important and fundamental problems of economical science, with great 
c1earnes~ of conception and per.;picuity of st:ltement. There has recently 
be.en a curious and extraordinary outbreak on the planet Jupiter, whIch Mr. 
Henry J. Sl.lck d~;crib~5 and discu,ses in an illustr.lted article under the title 
of "What is Jupiter doing?" Dr. Albert J. Leffingwell contributes a brilliant 
and powerful paper on "The Scientific Aspects of Free-Will." Professor 
Jevons treats gf ,lExperilllental Legislation" in an instructive chaJ>ter on the ' 
science of law-making, whicjl he holds to be just as truly an experimental 
science as chemistry. Professor H. L. Fairchild contributes a very entertain-
ing illustrated paper in the department of ~atural history. on "Curious Ways 
of getting Food." Those who are interested ' in the bearings of scientific 
a'na1y~is on artistic qUl'stions wil[ be pleased with tho: subtile and lucid 'discus-
sion of "The Pleasure of Visual Form," by Mr. James Sully, now a leading 
I writer on re,thetic science. "A· Consideration of Suicide," by J. H. Hop. 
kins, bandies a very difficult problem with great ingenuity and force. Much 
interesting information is given in the contribution by Ellen Prescott, on 
"Vegetable.Phosph'lrescence." W . J . McGee devotes an elaborate paper to 
Croll's "Climate and Time," in which the interactions of geology and aslrono-
my in cJntiolling terrestrial phenomena are very clearly presented.- "A Liv-
ing Honeyco!Db," "Size of Brain and Size of Body," and "The "Textile 
Pfants of the World," ar~ fre ih and instructive articles; anq the full Lio-
graphical "Sketch of Dr. Charles F. Chandler," which is accompanied by an 
admirable'POI'trait, will be read with pleasure by everybody. The ed.itor deals 
with the "Interoceanic Can'll Question" in an independent and decisive way 
which will just now command attention. The Literary Department, "Mis-
cellany," ~nd "Notes," are as usual copious and attractive. This number 
contains the ill,dex to the sixteenth volume. 
-Golden Days is the name of a newspaper publisbed in ~hiladelphia for 
"Boys an.d Girls," only the fir~ two numbers of which have appeared. Judg. , 
ing from these it is- "just the thing to supply a long felt want." It contains 
stories interesting enough to lure boys and girls from more perni .ious readinl:' . . 
There a~e fairy stories and stories,of school life for the girls, while the staries -
of adventure will enthrall the boys. It contains also practical hints that will 
not be thrown away on the young student, and these· can hardly fail to be an 
.ad~ed incentive to study. Many little .morallessons ar!: pres~nted in an at-
tractive way. The "International Lesson" for the use ,of the Sunday school 
scholar also finds a place. In these days most boys and girls are not satisfied 
with the sober reading that used to satisfy the last generation. If good stories 
are not supplied they will resort to the bad, and the first number of this new 
paper seems to be a move in the right direction. . 
-Minerva is the name of a new monthly review which .has ju, t c:>me ,to 
hand. It is edited by Pericles' T Zlkos, and published in Rome, Italy. It 
contains a Letter to the Editor, by Terenzio Mamiani; English Parties .and . 
Foreign Politics, by S. G. C. Middlemore; Specializltion a M, rbid Tendency 
of our Time, by Dr. Waldstein ; Unfrequented Italy; Mapaga Castle, by Ugo 
Pesci . The French Drama, by D. A. Parodi; Our L-mdon Districts, by E. -
Lynn Linton ; France in 1880, by J . Vilbort; Antique Jewelry and its . ~ev~- . 
val, by Jsssie White Mario; Renaissance Literature, by Dr. Meyncke ; Blbh_ 
ography. It is p'rinted in the Englislf language. . . 
-The Contemporary Rev iew for March contains Mysteries of Admlntstra-
tion in Turkey; A Sequel to th~ Pedigree of Man t by Dr. Radcliffe ; The 
Duration of Parliaments, by Walter C. Cas£els; My Pillar of Praise, by Emily 
Pfeiffer; Bureaucracy and its Operation in Germany and Austria-Hungary, 
by Professor von Schulte; The Vernacular Press in India, by Roper Leth-
bridge' Hellenic and Christian Views of Beauty,by the Rev. R. St. John 
, I 
Tyrwhitt; 'Mimsterial Misstatements of the Afghan Question, by the Duke 0 
Argyle; Contemporary Books ; White Wings; a Yachting, Romance-chap 
tets XXHI. to XX V., by William Black. . 
-The April Atlantic MontMy contains three ne";\' chapters oC Mr. H')wel~'s 
story, "The Undiscovered Country," and the opening chapter; of "T~e . Still-
water Tragedy," a serial story by T. B. Aldnch. These two senals ar.e 
enough to make a notable number of any magazine, but the Atlantic has, tl! ' 
addition, "Clary's Trial;" a capital short story by Rose Terry Cooke; "A Can· 
terbury Pilgrimage," one of the most engaging of Richard Grant White's 
English papers; "The Lost Occasion," a fine poem by Whittier; some charm-
ing "Verses for a Letter," hy Miss Sarah 0 Jewett, author 01 "Old Friends 
and New ;" "Reminiscences of Washington," a chapter of anecdotes and 
recollections of jackson's administration; and 'a large variety, besides; of' 
poems, essays, reviews, and the . Contributors' Club,-all making an excep. , · 
tionally good ntimber of what an English journal call~ " the best· of the m.ont1.t- -
lies." 
_ Tht: Xth Chapter of Dr. Oswald's "Summer-land Ske~ches," i~ the open 
ing paper in L ippincott's Magazim for A~riJ. "Three :L'lkes of Central 
New York" is a plea, andy written and well Illustrated. artlc.le, '~Y Fra,nk H. 
Taylor. In "The English Workingman and CommercIal Cnse~, . the first o~ 
two papers by Octave Thanet, tbe writer traces the effects of pohhc.al changes, 
legislation, commercial panics, and other influences on the condItIOn of the 
laboring classes, with the view of elucidating what may be Justly termed. the 
most perplextng problem of modern civilization. Mrs. Mary Treat deSCribes 
"A 'Phase of Life in Florida." Dr. R . Osgood Mason has an instructive 
article "Concerning Animalcules." Dr. Dulles gives practical suggestions 
about "Eating;" and an anony'!l0us writer gives an account o'f "The Red 
Cock," the name applied to successive . revolutionary outbreaks of the Rus-
sian peasantry duri~g the la<;t half century . In the way of fiction this num-
ber contains a fresh imtalmen t of "Adam and Eve," a popular serial by the 
author of "Dorothy Fox ;" short stories by Sherwood Bonner, author of "Lik~ 
unto Like;" and Mrs. Lizzie W. Champney; and a story of Russian .life and 
character , by Vera Lapoukhvn. The "Monthly Gossip" is unusllall~ f!ill and 
entertaining. , . 
-The Orimtal and Biblical J ournal, a quarterly edited by Rev. Stephe'! 
D. Peet, and published by Jameson and Morse, Chicago, has recently,"?ade 
its first appearance. Its object "is to give results of latest" resea~ches. in aU · 
Oriental lands, such as Egypt, Assyria, 'India, and countries farther east, in-
cluding also Italy, Greece, Tr; y, and other regions know~ to classic history. 
it will also embrace many subject; of a more general character, such as the_ 
·manners and customs of all nations, the.r traditions, mythologies, and, relig. ~ 
ious ~otions, as ~el1 as language' and, literature; and e~erything that ~ay 
serve to illustrate the history of the hU'man race; or confirm the tr~th of the 
scripture record." The first numberfulfilh well the promise of its prospec-
tus. The table of contems is long and varied . 
-The Ni"e/emth Century for March (rep~int by George Munroe, New 
York, $2.25 per year,) contains a strong list of art'cles: Engla 'ld as a Naval -~ 
Power, by Sir'Rob,ert Spencer Robinson; The Common-sense of fI'om~ Rule, ' 
by Justin McCarthy, M. P.; Sham Administr~tion in Literl;\ture, by Jamc,s . 
Payn; Newspaper Gorrespondence in the Field, by Viscount Melgund ; The . 
, Next Reform Bill, hy Henry Fawcett, M. P.; Bums and Beranger, by Dr_ 
Charles Mackay; The Proper Use of fhe City Chur~hes, by: C. K,egari r~ul J" 
-, 
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Irish Land Agitation, by the Knight of Kerry; God and Nature, by the Right 
Rev. th-e ·LordBishop of Carlisle; Reasons for Doubt in the Church of Rome: 
A Rejoinder,' by the Right Hon. the E arl of Redesdale; Recent Science 
(supervised by Prof. Huxley); Russia and Engla:l.d, by the Right Hon. W. 
E. Gladstone, M. P.; Splendid Misery, by Mis'; M. E. Braddon , Chapter 
XLII. to the end. ' 
LITERARY NOTES. 
- T~e vacancy creaJed in the board ' of Trustees of B:>ston University ,by 
- the death of Bishop Haven has, been filled by the election of the Rev. George 
M. 'Steele, D.D., LL.D" late' President of Lawrence University and now 
Principal of Wilbraham Academy. The Library <>f the School of Theology 
has just received a valuable donation of foreign works fro!ll a German scholat: 
resident in the city. Volume VII. of the Ultiversity Year B ook is in press. 
Its leading article, entitled "Hopeful Symptons in Medical Education," reo 
lates to certain remarkable movements of the past year or two-movements 
w,hose breadth and promise will be a surprise 'to many readers even in the 
profession itself. It is announced that the work of the School of Oratury, in-
terrupted by the death of Dean ·Monroe, is hereafter to be carried on in the 
School of All Sciences, hut with graduate students only. 
-A very neat series of (three) writing spellers is published by A. S. Barnes 
& Co., called the Independent Writi1lg Speller, for primary, intermediate, and 
-advanced grades. The Primary provides two columns on each page for words 
and one for corrected words. _ The Intermediate has one column for words, 
and a -wide one for definitions of the words spelled. A small space is also 
eft at the bottom of the page for corrections. The Advanced has one page 
like the Intermediate, and the opposite page for a sentence containing each 
';"Qrd spelled. At the top and left margin of the page is printed the script 
, alphabet, on a black back-ground. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Annual Report of the Wiscouoin Geological Survey for the year 1879. -By 
T. C. Chamberlin, Chief Geologht. 
John's Hopkins University Circulars, NO.3. Price 5 cents. 
espf'cially devoted to Mathematics and Physics. Address 
ley, 262 W. Baltimore street., Blltimore, Md. 
This number is 
Cushi ... gs & Bai 
'Fhe National Normal Reunion,' 98th Session. No. 17, February, 1880. R. 
H. Holbook, Editor, Lebanon, Ohio. 
" Twenty:fourth Annual Catalog of the Teachers and Students of the Na-
'tional No~mal School, Lebanon, Ohio, for the year 1879, and Calendar for 
1880-1881. ,Alfred Holbrook, Principal. 
Common Schools of Cincinnati. Part First. Fifteenth Annual Report for 
the school year ending August 31, 1879, Part Second. A Hand,bo~k (or the 
school year ending August 31,1880. John B. Peaslee, Superintendent. 
Forty-third Amiual Report of .the Board of Education; together with the 
· Eorty.third Annual , Report of the Secretary of the Board, Massachusetts, 
187~·9. January, 1880. John W. Dickinson, A. M., Secretary. 
Report of the School Committee of ~he City of Springfield, Mass., for 
1879. A. P. Stone, "upt. of Public Schools. 
MAKING ICE. 
, To tluEditors of the Weekly: 
An object of -great interest to me in Selma is its Ice Fa(to? I visited this 
one evening and found it the hottest place in which I had ever expected to 
find ice. The thermometer stood at about 85° F. 
The prinCiple seems to be this: Some gasses are reduced to a liquid under 
pressure. ' In passing from a gaseous to a liquid state a certain ~mount of heat 
is given off. When the pressure is removed, the liquid returns to its gaseoui 
form, and in so doing must obtain the same amount of heat that was, previ-
ously given off. When liquids 'pass to the solid ' state in freezing they give off 
lieat, and on returning to the liquid form they require heat, as is seen in the 
familiar process of making ice-cream. 
. In making ice, aqua all)monia is used; by means of h'eat the gas is driven ' 
from the water in a large retort, with sufficient force to exert a pressure of 150 
'lbs. to the sq. in. ~y means of this pressure and the cooling ~ffect of water 
flowing freely about coils of pipe through which the gas passes, the gas is 
•. redu~_e.d to a liquid., To supply the water for ' this cooling process a steam 
. pump worki constantly at the rate of forty gallons per ufinute. 
~m tho cooling process the ammonia passes thr0llih a imall pipe to a set 
, ' ". . • ..... ~ I ... 
" 
of coils of large pipe, which are so arranged in a large tank that the pressure 
is removed, and hence the gaseous form is again assumed, and there is a de-
mand for heat which must be supplied from the surrounding substances. 
The tank contains salt water, into which tin cans are set 2 Yo by 7 inches 
long, and filled with fresh water. As the salt water in the tank will not freeze 
the gas draws through it upon the heat of the water in the tin cans, and i~ 
giving up this heat the water freezes. 
After the gas has thus been supplied with heat, it is passed through a large 
pipe where the process began. In this way the proce.s is made continuous. 
(As no pump is used in getting the gas back to the retort, I do not quite 
see 'why the pressure 'should not be equal throughout tbe enhre course of the 
pipes. Will some one who knows more about it please explain ?) 
, When the water in the cans is frozen, they are iifted out and are dipped in 
hot water to loosen the ice from the cans. 
The ice is then sold or packed in sawdust for future sale. 3000 lbs. can be 
made at once, and it takes about twelve hours to freeze this quantity. The 
process continues night and day for about five mon lb~ during the summer, 
and at intervals during the winter, as the trade, may demand. Tbe selling 
price iSI J( cents per pound. E . H. RISHEL. 
SELMA, ALA., M'arch IS, '1880. 
TH,E RECESS. 
- "Why, Bridget ! didn't the fall injure you?" Bridget-USure mum, the 
fall didn' t hurt me, but I kind o'jarred_meself mum when I lit. " 
-A little six,year.old boy astonished his mother by exclaiming: " I wisli I -
was an angel !" W ondering w hat holy thoilghls were filling his young mind , 
she waited for a reason. " Then I could see all the circuses at on<:e." 
- " Johnnie, what is a noun ?" " Name of a person, place or thing." "Very 
go'od; give an exa~ple ." "Hand.organ grinder." "And why is a hand-
organ grinder a noun?" " Because he's a persun plays a thing." 
-A teacher asked: "What bird is large: enough to carry off a man?" No· 
body knew; but one little ,girl suggested Ua lark." And then she explained: 
"Mamma said papa wouldn' t be home until Saturday, because he bad gone 
off on a lark." 
-Did you ever notice n: poor chap that stands in the first picture of tlie al· 
manac with the fish and sbeep and scorpions and bulls and twins, etc., a!<?und, 
him ? Did you ever notice tbat he was naked and had nothing in his stom· 
ach? Well, that poor fellow used to edit a paper. 4 • 
- I 
- " As I was going over the bridge the other day," ,says a native of Erin, 
"I met Pete Hewins. 'Hewins,' says I 'how are you?' ' Pretty well, tbank~ 
you, Donnelly,' says he. ' Donnelly!' says I ; 'that's not my name.' 'Faith, 
then, no more is mine Hewins.' So at that we looked at each other agin, an' 
sure enougb, it was naythur of us." 
- A man was once asked how he and his wife got along witb so liltle fric-
tion in the family machinery. "Well," said he, "when we first married we 
both wanted our own way. -I wanted to sleep on linen sheots, my wife pre-
ferred'cotton, a~d we couldn't agree. Finally we talked the matter over, and 
came to the conclusion that it was un,Christian to live in constant bicke'ring ; 
so we compromised on linen', and have got along all right ever since." 
-In 'a Connecticut district school, a few days since, a little boy of six 
years old was seen to whisper, but denied doing sC? when reproved' by 'the 
teacher. He was told to remain after school, when the teacher, trying to im.- ' , 
press upon his youthful mind the sinfulness of not speaki ng the truth, asked 
him if they did not tell him in the Sunday,Scbool where bad boys went who' 
told falsehoods. Choking with sob., he said : "Yes, marm; it's a place where 
there is a fire, but I don't remember tht: name of the town." 
.:-He 'had been sitting still so long that the mother expected, to find him 
asleep ~hen she looked around and asked: "Well, Harry, wliat are you 
thinking of ?" "Ma, are we very 'rich?" he solemnly inquired by way of r.e· 
ply. "In one way we are," she said; "your father says lie, values. me at three' 
million dollars, you at two millions, and the baby at cne." That closed tbe 
conversation on that subject, but next morning as Harry was getting on his . 
overcoat, he examined the new patch which bad been added, and coolly ob- ,'. 
served: ' "Well, I think father had better sell off about balf of you or the 
whole of the baby and get the rest of us some, decent duds to put on." 
I have many ed1!-catlonal monthlies and weeklies coming to my t.<\ble, - bu" 
none more welcome than. 'f,!m, JWUCATIQNA.I. WUKLV ....... SUj.J, 11 C. H4I'liJc 
I,!, NI'UI~r"; Ollio;, 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
NA 'rURAL HESTOR Y AND FREE HAND DRA WING. 
FRAN:K B. SCOTT, Buffalo, N. Y. 
NATURAL History and the Drawing Lesson should go hand i :; hand. The two can be taught together in less time 
than either can be separately. This is tP.e true method of teach-
ing the natural sciences in our common schools. Illustrations 
in the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms should be given, 
not so much to teach ind·jvidual forms, as to unfold general laws. 
The present drawing books only ~ake us acquainted with indiv-
' idual forms; none of them: deal with the great system of nature. 
In this respect a work on the phi.n of Gray's Botany or Tenney's 
. Zoology could be made an art educator of much greater value 
than all the drawing teachers' manuals now in school use. 
We are making no personal reflections. 'We cannot sufficiently 
admire the artistic skill displayed in some. of the drawing books, 
though we might Sly in passing they are all too expensive for 
common use, which, perhaps is not so much the fault of the an-
.ist as the publisher. But their greatest defect in my estimation 
is that the les, ':)lls are arbitrary and not founded on a natural 
I .order as presented in the gradual progression from the lower to 
_ the higher, from the general to the 'special, . from the simple to 
tHe complex, observable in the mineral, vegetable, and animal 
kingdoms . . 
Scholars will never have a real taste for the drawing lesson as 
long a, they are confined to mere variations and combinations 
in geometrical figures, or even to leaves and flowers highly con-
ventionalized-'-a most _ unfortunate term, practically, signifying 
mechanically reducing the free forms crf na ture to the stiffness of 
gc::ometr:ical pattern. The interest in the drawing lesson would 
be much easier kept up if with leaves and flowers illustrations in 
the animal' kingdom were made. 
But some teac~ers think that the p~lpil should not attempt to 
: t draw an animal until he has mastered the rules of art. This is 
something like the old method of teaching the languages; you 
must not speak the language till you have mastered the grammar: 
Now, you master the gramll).ar in learning the language. 'So in 
teaching drawing; let the rules be master~d while learning the 
art. This is the natural method . Let nature furnish the lesson 
and in hel' own order. Perhaps the task will be more difficult, 
- but the increased interest will give new resolution to the pupil. 
'Wgat, ~f he do not draw correctly. Let him try again. - Never 
. , mind 3;t first about finished pictures; these will fall in easier 
afterwards. Of course a nicely finished picture is flattering to 
Hie (Jupi! and to the teacher, as well as gratifying to the parents 
and friends. Finish is excellent and necessary in its place, but 
- it comes last, not first. Correctness of outline is the very first 
essential point 'in a picture, without which all light and shade or 
color will be only thrown away. We can have a picture withollt 
light and shade or color, but we cannot have a pict.ure without 
,outline. The mastery of outline is the great essential in design, 
- ppening the way Jor the grouping of figures. the 'management of 
- . ' light and shade, 'and the display of culots. Nature furnishes us a 
tho~sand copies. We mu~t go to 'Nature, th.en, as the great ob-
ject teacher' and study her in h'!r different departments. Here 
. at .every 'step we discover design. Blind force 'rtlay do the work, 
- but one Great. Designer presides over the whole, "directing, 
gUldipg all." And if in anything man may display morf' than 
human skill, it is in oteative· .art . tha~ he the nearest· approaches 
" the,(H~ine origina]. ·~1l4lf!~ .'Yo~~~ ~e ~r~isr~ ~~4y~g, ~nd' ex-
hibit originality of design in our compositions, we must ... go_to 
the great fountain head and study the original conception,d~sign, 
or plan in nature, to which every detail is subordinate. Nay, 
·we shall do no violence to nature if we go beyond in represent-
ing her as she is seen to be, to that which,from a comprehension 
of her principles, we conceive it possible for her to be. This is 
the highest art, the ideal, which no one can reach but he who 
.understands the secret spring~ which bring into play the powers 
of nature in all their varied manifestations. 
Of all the lessons, the human figure ought to be the great stlldy 
in art even as the human body is the great study in nature; for 
man is an epitome-a summing up of all that has gone before. 
And more than a summing up-a mighty advance on all. Yet 
in all the drawing books for scho")l use there is hardly a human 
figure in any of them, and it is, doubtful if there is an expressive 
human' face in one of them. 
There is a definite law of expression; so definite that it cali be 
demonstrated by ~ few simple outhnes. · The s:udy of the human 
features is our very first lesson which we learn while yet in toe 
cradle, when our first smil~ is kindled by that heaven-born-smile 
which is expressive of a mothe~'s love. 
The French teachers do not exclude the human figure, or put 
it very last in order. They do not confine the pupil to geomet-
rical figures or highly conventionalized patterns. Walter Smith _ 
says in his report, "They appear ' to believe that figure practice 
includes the study of all kinds of form, and that a good draughts- . 
man of the human figure can dra,w ornament or design decora-
tion in any style as a matter of course." 
If in drawing a likeness of a person we wish a part shall rep~ 
resent the whole, we select the face; the face stands for the 
whole person. 
An artist has mastered the hardest lesson when he can correct-
ly delineate the various expressions of the human face. Its high-
est form is the expression of the divine. We never say the. 
human body divine, or the human limbs divine, or even the 
human head divine; but our greatest poet has said, 
"the human face divine." 
The chief objection to the formal methods of teaching which 
c1aim to have the approval of great artists, and probably may be 
correct in theory, is,' they are practis;ally not adapted to our 
common schools. For so small a portion of the time 'can be de-
voted to the drawing lesson that the majority of schola~ will 
leave school before they have arrived at those lessons which 
would mterest them most . 
In forming our system of education, the children's instincts 
ought iii a measure to be a' guide. In drawing, they early at-
tempt. to make figures of men, women, children, and animals. 
As for the teacher of drawing-however much talent there may 
be in some of the teachers in several or' our schools, this ' is not ·: 
suffiCient. The whole must be under the assistance and direction 
of a competent artist and one who is somewhat of a natu~alist as' 
well as an artist. Walter Smith's method of giving the teachers 
a lesson on a Saturday, when they ought to rest from, the-week's 
work; will not meet' all the requirements. - As well let the music 
teacher be on~ from another school giving his overtime to teach-
ing the teachers to sing on a Saturday; or the writing teacher 
give what te~chers wish to attend, lesso·ns in penmanship every ' 
Saturday. This would be a great hefp, but no one thinks it 
would be sufficient. 
With respect to .the books, they are good for the teachers and 
those scholars who wish to purchase them, but too expensive for ' 
the, mass of the scholars to practIce in: -A. sheet of"c\leap pa~r 
-' . 
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and ~ pencil would be of more practical benefit. There is much 
to be said in favor of using the pen. One great point is that, 
, whatever business a scholar may afterwards foll<?w"he will use a 
pen through life. In fact, the writing lesson is the first drawing 
lesson; so tha~ we all commence ,learning to draw ~ with the 
p~n. 
And here let us learn something of the writing lesson. The 
pllpil in learning to write does not take it book w.ith the page's' 
-ruled off in squares, and spend an hour with pencil and rubber, 
toilibg to produce one correCtly shaped letter in each squilre ; 
but he repeat's the same letter or word till he has learned to do 
it neatly and expeditiously. , 
The dra,ving lesson in our schools is not ' to make more artists. 
, 'The majority of th,e scholars will depend on their labor for their 
subsistence ' through life. But as a nation, that -we may hold the 
first rank we must have skilled labor. ' Our manufactures depend 
on it. And nothing develops our talent for forms and propor-
tions, correctness of workmanship and taste in design as the 
,drawing lesson. 
TREA'IMENT OF STAlIfMERING. 
An occasional instance bf stammering is to be found in the 
schools, and ' since the afflicted scholars spend nearly as much 
time in schoof as at home, and as it is also true that the difficulty 
is mainly due to embarrassment arising from the patient's COb-
scious inability to articulate readily, especially in the presence 
of others, the school-room is a good place for experiment, and ' 
it is desirable that teachers be familiar with some of the methods 
of treatment of this so· called disease. To effect a cure is cer-
tai~ly worthy an earnest and pa~ient effort. Stammerers can 
usually sing without hesitation, because the mind is occupied 
witli the tones produced rather than with the effort made in theiI: 
. production; and ill this fact; according to most writers, lies the 
secret of successful treatment. Dr. W. B. Hammond, in the 
British Medical Journal, gives the ,following practical hints on 
the subject: "If the attention of the stammerer ~can be d~verted 
from himseif and his articulation, he will often speak to others as 
calmly and as perfectly as he does to himself when alone. Now, 
there are various ways of accomplishing this object, but the one 
that I found effectual was 'the performance of slight muscular ac-
tion together with the~articulation of the difficult sYllable~. The 
words that troubled me most were those that began with the ex-
plosive consonants-those that require the sudden opening of the 
lips for their enunciation-b,p, and t: I could no more have 
repeated the alliterative lines, 'Peter Piper picked a peck of 
-l>ickl~d pepp~rs,' etc., to other persons without stammerin&, than 
I could have walked to the moon, though perfectly able to say I 
the whole piece through with()ut a , flaw when speaking. alone. 
With each, troublesome word, especially with, .one ,beginning a 
sentence, I made some slight motion with the hand or ' foot, or 
. even with a single finger, and I found that this plan enabled me 
, to 'ket the word out without stammering. Wit~ the enunciation 
of"Peter,' for instance, I would' tap the side of my body. with 
,the, hand just.as ,I 9P~ned my lip~, and the word was articulated 
, without the ·least qalting. In the procedure, the attention is di-
word, or to acql1it himself well in the management of his tongue 
and lips. His mind is concerned with his thoughts, with \Vhat 
he is gbing to say, not with the manner in which he will articu-
late, and 'the more thoroughly we can succeed in bringing stam-
merers'into the same way of procedure the more successful shall 
we be in our efforts to cure them." 
TEA CHERS 'SHOULD STUDY ,V(JICE CUL'7 UR'E. 
THE dial,ect stories lately runningthrough SCifbner's ,Mo;"/zly are said to have increased the circulation of that magazine. 
They are skillfully worked out, with that naturalness and sim-
plicity of feeling and expression which are the perfection of art. 
,This is strongly felt by any American reader of "Louisiana" who 
has ever had any intercourse with the forest-bred, unschoalea 
natives of the wilds of any part of'the Allegheny range. 
The Creole talk in the"Grandissimes" is just as natural, though 
'less familiar, being complicated with French idioms. When the 
thick talk-loaded with the dron effects of syncopations, substi~ " 
tutions, and elisions, comes from the 'pretty mouths of attractive , 
' ladies, it is exceedingly grotesque. Mr. Honore Grandissime 
(0 nO ray ' gran'd iss seem) (not the creole of the salI}e ~a:me) 
: plays upon the "r" in a way that pothers even our schoolmasters 
to explain or read. Of the two r's in general English use, he 
uses but the one,-the initial r-(r before a vowel,-trilled more 
or less iIi the pronunciation). But he substitutes for this proper 
English r, the 'uvular r,' heard from many 'German and French ' < 
mouths; even from refined ladies , and college-bred, educated 
foreign .scientis~s. It is by no means a euphonious sound, 'nor 
even eligible on the score of ease of production. To English, 
ears, hearing it bulrarely, it gives the impression that the speak: 
er's throat is obstructed by mucus, the effect of a bad cold. - For 
the sound is produced by causing the breath to shake or tllill the 
pendant uvula" (instead of the tongue point); as we shake it 
when we want to clear it of phlegm; being part of the operatioh 
we call "hawking." The nearest speech sound to it, that 'w~ 
hear in English, is the S~otch or Irish c/z or gk heard in " ,loch" 
or "lough," sometimes expresSed by n as in Mahanoy Ga'began. 
But the-cn or gn is a fricative, produced fUrther forward by the 
friction of the breath driven through a narrow fissure between 
the body of the tongue and the soft palate, while the r is like 
the sound of a vigorous hawking. Mr. Cable expresses this uvu-
lar f by the digraph r/z, writing Frowenfeld as "Frhowenfeld-," 
and road as "rhoad." . , 
The r after a vowel (ur) which we do not trill, and which is 
nearly a vowel, is, in most cases rendered by the Creo~e as shori 
e, or short a, or short u, as in se/1. for sir, /ze/z for her, feah {or 
fear, undu for under, nevva for never. But it is often 'entirely 
ommitted as in ow for our, ltw for or, mo fer more, r/zefiid 'for ' 
retard. And in some cases again the initial ,u,vular r fS employed 
for if, as in never./z fot never, are.k for are, ,there:n for, there; , 
power.i( fa,r powe,r. Thus this story makes an excellent-- studf 
for anyone who desires to cultivate voice-power and elocutional 
ability, whether as a reader, a speaker, or merely an acceptable , 
talker. I said that our teachers are 'at a ,loss to understand or 
. .' . , 
render thelie 'curious variations 'which give such ~color to the 
verted from 'the ,effort to speak to the performance of the ~uscu- , 
l'ar 'action mentioned,. and hence the speech ' becomes more ' 
'automatic than' it is with stammering. It consists in efforts to 
render the speecH automatic. No orator thinks of his articulation , 
:When he is .niakl~g a speech; no one in Qrdin~y conversation 
~~inks whether ~r n'ot ~e ~ill be ~bl~ tQ p'rono~nc~ a certain 
Scr-ibner stoiy . . Teachers ought not to be at any less of the 
kind: Ifthere 'is' one ihinginiportant -abov~' others 'in 'theHiter-
ar:}' traini~g .o[-·an intenged teacher, is it not a tho~~ugh knowl-
edge of the, elements that cOlnbine to fOJ'lD either a.greeable and 
influential u~~era~ee of voice, oJ;' to mllJee it weak or: harsh, ot 
or 'otherwise disagreeable anQ 'repel1ant to' the hearer? .,All teac&-
• • - -. I' , . ' ., . ,> ,. 
, 
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ers 'should make a close study of the fundamental gamut of 
speec~ sounds;' and when teaching, should check every devia-
tion from purity and ~ompleteness of enunciation. And all nor-
m~l s~ho(jl professors, and all officers who have . the duty of 
eltam~ing teachers, artrl inspecting 'primary schools, should in-
s~'!t upOn t~oroughnes~ in these elements. READER. 
Wh1'f is ,the difference between graded and ungraded schools? 
Principally that the · for,mer seem better than they are, and the 
- latter are better than tl~ey seem.-Prairi~ Farm~r. 
THE STATES. 
IOWA.-Dunlap is going to have a new $13,000 school building • 
• Mr. J. W. Cottram bas entered into an agreem~nt with the trustees of Whit-
tIer Coll,~ge 'whereby lie will hold the principalship of that institution fodive 
years. 
MeSI'rs. C. K. Bruner and J. P. Hendricks, two of Tama county's active 
teachers, conduct an educational column in the lo/do Timu • . 
low.a Colleg~ has recently been favored with gifts of rare coins from several 
friends of the instit ution. 
·Mr. C. W. Bean succeeds Mr. McDonald as principal of the North Mc-
Gregor scliools. 
The Slut/mls' Off",itlg says that Rev. A. D. Mayo, of Boston, will be the 
orator before the officers and students of the State Normal School at the next 
cOJUmencement. 
Pres. Gilchrist of the State N armal School is president of the normal de. 
partment of the National Ed\lcational Association which convenes at Chautau-
qua, N. Y., July 13. 
The Maquoketa. high school graduated a ,class of eight pupils last week· 
Two of these gradllates had not been either absent or tardy since 1876. Prin. 
C. C. Dudley has reason to be proud of his work. 
_ Mr. C. A. Pollock, principal of the London public schools, recently lectured 
at Farley on Tht' Origin of For~t's. 
It is said that twelve high schO?~ will be represented at the next high school 
contest, which takes place in Iowa City, April 16-, 1880. 
Mr. H. A. Burrell, of the Washington Prus, addressed the Teachers' Asso. 
' ciation at Keota last week. -
The graduatil'g class of the State University numbers about forty. 
Mr. John W. Rowley was chosen a member of the Keosauqua school 
board. . 
Mr. S. E.Beede, agent for Robt. S. Davis & Co., has moved to Dubuque. 
The State RefQrm School for girls will be moved from Mt. Pleasant to 
Mitchellville. 
Mr. T. H. Smith has been teiHected superintendent of the East Side Des 
Moines Scnools for the ensuing year. 
The compulsory education law does not meet with that universal favor that 
_the friends of the bill anticipated. 
Supt. 'Speer, of Marshall county says: "The wages in the county schools of 
this country are better than in any adjoining county, and there is an increasing 
demand for first grade teachers. There is no demand for enthusiasts without 
scholarship, nor for fine scholars without euthusiasm; we want a combination 
of the two. The schools do not invite that class whose disposition inclines 
them to go out into a country school, sit down and go to sleep." 
'A vi,sitor :speaks as follows concerning free band and industrial drawing in 
JL gratnmar room of the McGregor ~£hools : 
"SaDie of ,the blackboards, (to 'the praise of the ~ool board these are 
abundant in every rooin,) 'are omaDiented with neat scrolls and 'corner pieces 
original in design' and showing a higll degree of taste and ability in draftinc. 
There was a vari~ oC ornaments, brac.kets. and borders. ·Excellent drawines 
of animals were on all sides, 'couchant, rampant, mpassant. and domestic. 
One little boy evinced political proclivities by drawing a picture of a globe 
CQn~~niDg' a fis~ and a .large cat fishing after it in a grasping fashion. Th. 
cat has "U. 8. Grint" on its neck-tiand and the fiSh "Third Term" on one 
I side. Two fish are lying on the gr&u' outside label~ "First" and "Second" 
term. That boy should be looked after by some one and politics. kept out of 
the public school. Yesterday a school boy stopeed in Cront of our office and 
, with a crayon of chalk sketched a correct outline of a sliip on the rolling 
waves. It was a rude sketcl1, but correct even in its rudeness, and to our 
mind proclaimed the boy an artW. Such are the infiuences of qlia free teach-
ing of the rudiments of art'in public schools. , 
A correspondent of the lntw-f)uan writinc from llampto~ I4fS of the pub. 
Jic~1 . 
, 
"Prof. W. B. Waterbury is the principal of their public schools, with seven 
assistants: Sara J. Dexter, Mrs. Hoy, Anna Logan, Libbie Watt, Ollie Jack- . 
son, Mrs. Grey, and 'Eva Jackson, respectively .. Twelve ye.ars are ~equired to 
.:omplete the cou~e of study, four years of which must be 10 the high scho.ol, •. 
Pupils graduating here are received into the State University without exam1O· 
ation. T.he school is' systematically and thoroughly graded. A novel featu~e 
of: this school ~ the "writinjr room," in which all the sch.olars are instl1;lcted 10 
chirography by Miss Carrie McCord, a graduate of Madison Comll)erclal Col-
lege. We found this. room furnished with chairs and tables instead of desks. 
The discipline 'Of the school is rigid, firm, but Itinli. We fo.uI!-d here a fine 
geological cabinet, the property of Professor Waterbury,. conta101Og some 300 
specimens' from all parts of the state. The enrollment IS about ~'iO, and a:,- . 
erage attendance about 400. They have an elegant school butld1Og, bUilt 
soine three years since at a cost of $20,000, well ventilated, and tast~fully and 
sen~ibly seated, mostly with single seats. The school board are ahve to the 
interest and welfare of the school, keeping it fully up to the times." 
ILLINOIs.-The South Evanston public scliool is thriving well. The de-
partments are primary, grammar, and high school. The enrollment has in-
creased since last year from :Z39 to 300. H. J. Moody is the principal; his 
aslistants are Miss E. Scoville, Miss S. McCullough, Miss M. McCullough, 
Miss Nellie Lam, and Miss Foster. The. building is one oc. the finest of its 
kind in the state. 
At the last meeting of the Chicago board of education a petition for the in-
troduction of the "Celtic language" was read. Doubtless the intention of the 
petitioners was to request the introduction of that limb of the Celtic language 
called Gaelic and that branch of the Gaelic known as Irish. The petition was 
somewhat humorous, especially at the point where Mr. Johnston transfonited 
Brian Boru into Brian Born. What would have-bec.ome of the little man if 
Bria:~ had appeared in his original surna~e; wh,ich is something like 
Boroihme? 
·At the Chicago Teachers' Institute last Saturday l(r. Howland gave some 
. exquisite readings. It was a pity thatthe inclemency of the weather prevented 
a full attendance of teachers. It wa 5 provo~ing to those who were there to be 
by inference charged with folly for attending . 
Champaign Nott's.-Lieut. Wood, of Wes~ Point class of '77 has been de· 
tailed to succeed Maj. Dinwiddie.--HOlq Probabilities" (not Prof. Tice) 
will detail an officer to take charge of the new signal station here as soon as 
the annual appropriation bill is pass.ed.--The examinations of the winter 
term closed March 23, and the new term began with roll.c~ll at 4 P. M. of the 
same day.--The final examination in the Uni~ersity classes calls each stu-
dent to an individual oral examination while the other members' of the class 
are engaged in the written. The teacher IS always ~ided b~ some ?ther me~. 
ber Ef the faculty during this examination. No pnptls receive nolt~e of their 
standing except those who fail to stand, tbat is those w~o d~ not .attam a grade . 
of 75. A student may, upon ~thdrawal from the U\1lverslty, either before at 
graduation, receive a record of his IIcholarship; 
County.8I1pt. Mann, of Kane county, has published a neat pamphlet for ' 
distribution among his teachers and school officers. It shows briefly the im: 
portance of the schools, gives a few valuable suggestjons as to school man· 
agement, and then presents a clear interpretation of the legal duties and re-
spoitsibilities of all parties. It consists of forty· three 'Pages and has all the 
subjects completely indexed. It is just such a book as every county should 
have and we do not see that it can be got cheaper than by making arrange-
ments with Mr. Mann to have the benefit of his worlt. We do not know that 
any cQntinued publication of the wo;k is intended and it is possible that the 
type of the printer's form is already distributed. 
Prof. Bourne is starting a cabinet of mineral and zoOlogical specimens for 
Woods lock schools. , 
E. R. E. Kimbrough, a well-known Norina! graduate, is a candidate for , 
member of school board, Danvilie. 
Amboy schools have an enrolhqent of 669 and liave not had a case of tar- , 
diness since; January. . ; . . 
Supf. Armstrong, of Ford cOunty, has recently refused certificates to 54 of 
. 85 appi,cants. That is lopping off the weak branches with lively strokes. 
~e new Ninth District school building for PeOria will, when complete, cost 
'15,000. The plans now on exhibition at the Inspectors' Office are beiug 
studied hy the contractors. T1ie architect is to receive $150 if the unfurnished 
bUilding costS no more than '11,500. If the cost goes beyond hi. estimate 
he gets nothing •. 
The regular contest in oratory between the senior and ·j unior classes of Knox 
College took place Tuesday evening. All the speakers did themselves great 
credit, and reflected favorably upon Professor R. A. Edwards"who has eharie 
of elocutionary instrUction in the college. The first prize waS ~en by John 
\'. ~wutl tile ICQOtla by M, W. l'inckDey, ' ~ - '. . 
\ ' " 
i ' 
" 
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.Oluo.-The public schools at Bucyrus have just closed their winter term 
with most satisfactory results. Enrollment for year to date, 871 pupils, 85 of 
, whom belong to the: high school. By the close of the year the entire ~nroll­
ment is expected to reach 925, out of an enumeration of 1,151. Per cent of 
attendance during winter term, 94:.6. Number of visits during this term, ex· 
~lnsive, of.closing week, 880, including closing wee~, fully 1,000 more. T.he 
citizens of Bucyrus have always taken deep interest in their public schools, 
- and that interest was certainly never more intense than now. Supt. F. M. 
Hamilton is now serving his seventh year as superintendent of the. public 
, schools, and the Board, at a recent meeting; elected , him by unanimous vote 
to remain the next three years at same salary, $1,7(10 per year. The steam 
ht;!lting apparatus. put into the large school building last sU!'lmer by Messrs. 
Hay and Prentice. of Chicago, works like a charm~ 
, The number ('If graduates from the Newark high school next June Will be 
fifteen; exercises June II. The schools are reported as moving on smoothly. 
There is no corporal' punishment, and in three years there has been but olle 
case of sUijpension . This is certainly exceptional. 
The sixth annual rhetorical contest of the Ohio Collegi~te Association oc· 
curred at Akron on the 17th ult. The tests were for excellence in original 
oraTion and in composition. The University.of Wooster, the Ohio and Otter. 
bein Uni'lersities, and Oberlin, Buchtel, and Mt. Union Colleges engaged in 
the competition. Otterbein took first 'prize in cratory-"Our PIison Walls, E. 
S. Lorenz, of Dayton; Oberlin second-"Tennyson as an 'Artist and Teacher," 
H. W. Compton, Coshocton; University of Wooster, honorable mention-
"Tlie Isolation of Cultivated Intellects," Edward Kibler, Springfield. For 
essays, first prize went to Mt. Union-"Dei Exhibitio," C. W. Barnes, Pilcher; 
sec~nd to ~he Ohio University-"American Literature," Wilbur Calvin, Ath-
ens. Hon. R. P. Rann(;y and Rev. Dr. H. C. Haydn, of Cleveland, and 
Hon. P. S. Grosscup, of Ashland, were judges. , 
, The iast report of the Cincinnati public schools shows a total enrollment, 
exclusive of the night schools, 'of 32,678; average number belonging, 27,030 
-an iucrease of T ,076 over the same period last year; average daily atten· 
dance, 26,196--:increase 1,094; number studying German, 1,577. 
Prof. J. A. Clark, principal of the public schools in New London, Butler 
county, died on the 18th ult., after a lingering illness, in the forty·sixth year 
of his age. He was graduated at Otterbein in 1859, and has been a teacher 
eyer since, except for a short time, when he was in business at :Oelaware. 
' The school at Nort~ Locust has achieved a peculiar notoriety in the second 
case 'which recently occurred, of breaking the leg of a pupil while engaged 
in piaying base-pall. The other case occurred within'a year of this. 
MICHIGAN.-Pres. Angell, of the University, has been tendered the Chin~se 
mission bv President Hayes, but preferring to remain' at the University, he, 
declined the honor. He was then offered a commission as Envoy Exttlor· 
dinary to the Emperor 'If China, to negotiate an emigration treaty, which 
would not necessitate his resigning the presidency of the University. This 
he is now holding under consideration. 
One hundred and seventy,five graduates received diplomas from the Law 
department of the UDiversiiy .last week, and thirty-four from the school of 
dentistry. Judge Campbell delivered the address to the law claSs and G. A. 
Robinson, D. D. S., of Jackson, that to the graduates in dentistry. Although 
this is but the fifth class that h¥ gr aduated from the dental departme!1t of the 
University, such a good reco~d has the school made for itself that it is one of 
the' two dental colleges of America whose diplomas are recognized by ' the 
medical authorities of England. 
Prof. J. R. Miller, of Constantine, has already been engaged by the school ' 
board for next year. Brother Miller has been doing royally for the Constajl-
tine schools, and seems to be fully appreciated. The M~rcury says: "The ' 
,efficiency of a good teacher increases every year he is retained in the saqle 
school. ~ If some of our school boards could realize this fact, and not higgle 
for a few dollars, thereby making a bid for incompetency, our schools would 
be in a more prosperous condition. 
A lady teacher, a miss just out of short dresses, offered to teach the schools 
at Burchville for $2.25 per week, and board herself. A very excellent teach· 
er, of several terms experience, offered to teach for $3.59 and board. The 
officers hired the young miss for $2.25. , Is there no way to put a little com· 
mon sense into school ~ards, and to make a: more thorough test for quallfica. 
tions of teachers ? .~ 
J. M. ClI.lkins, township Superintendent of Scio; O. A. Vaughan, Superin. 
tendent of Webster township;' C. F. Fields, Superintendent of Manchester 
township; and C. M. Fellows, Superintendent of Sharon township, jackson 
Co., seem to be wide awake with respect to their examinations of teachers 
this spring. . 
'A. C. Gower, Superintendent of Public Instruction, is worthy' of 'a good 
deal of credit for the manner in which he has reached the township Superin. ' 
ten dents, and for the excellent schedule he has prepared for examinations. 
The State System of institutes is doing very much to build up our ~choO~. 
Every t,eacher in Michigan ought to aid and abet the' good work in every way 
possible. 
Superintendent E. B. Fairfj.eld, Jr., Howell, is doing a go~d work for .' 
Livingston county with his educational department in the R~pu"'ican. ' We 
bid him an onward and successfnl march in the good cause; may his ieal 
never grow less and the fruits of his labor be satisfactory. 
MINNESOTA.-The new 'elementary work on Political Economy, by Presi· 
dent Chapin, of Beloit College, has just been introduced into'the public schools , . 
of Winona. It is one of the recent publications of Sheldon & ,90. 
State Supt. Burt gives $22,957.11 as the cost of school books ordere<l 
through the state educational department under the text-book act for ~e year 
ending March IS, 1880. 
INDIANA.-<;:ounti Supt. W. E. Bailey has called a social reunion of the '-
teachers of the county at Plymouth April 9. 10. ' Pres. ·'White, of Purque Q'ni. 
versity, will lecture Friday evening to teachel')l and citizens. An:urg~t invi- ' 
tarion is extended to all to attend. 
, 
VXllMONT.-The Vermont State Agricultural College, connected with the 
University of Vermont, at Burlington, has set about its work in a practical,way, 
by inducing experiments with various soils in different parts of the state; and 
giving the results-the conclusions, and not the details of the experiments-in 
a series of familiar newspaper articles prepared under the direction of Presi· 
dent Buckham. , Questions are invited from those wishing further information 
on any particular point, and in this way the college seeks to keep in const~t . 
communication with the farmers, and 'to work with them as well as for tJlFm. 
It yet remains to be shown that a class of young· men can be made to learn 
farming to any purpose in a school.farm, but there can be no doubt as ·to, the 
great :value of the services of a scientific man, like Professor Atwater, of the, 
. Vermont College, as a constant adviser to those who are working their' own \ , 
land.-Int~r· Ocean. . 
' Tohe'Owosso schools will not take the usual vacation. They are made hap- W1SCONS1N.-Prof. Thayer, of River Falls, bas 
py in being ab~e to continue, as diphtheria has sufficiently abated to allow : unable to attend to regular duties 'for'a tiine . . -He is now, better:, and agai!l at ' 
them to reopen the :Z2d of. Map::h. ' : .. , ' , work in the institutes ' , - :,' , 
Bay City schools, S,upt: t W. Morley, '.have .enrolled this year, 2,859 pu· : , The .~itizens of Riier ~alls, at & p~!llic meeri~g beld M'arcb: 20, by ., ~e 
pils; '10474 ,boys" and 1,385 girls. Bay. City ~ught to have the ~lm for en • . of 120.to §R decided to build a Me sCpoOi house, with nve roo~~/to"COIt 
• rolling ninety more boys th~n ,giFls. WI~1 Br~ther Morler tell'us, If the 1,400 $1 r,335. Good fo~ River , Falls I :, - '. . ~' , • ~ 
boys,have put in as many days as the 1,300 girls? Tlie Nonnal Department of the BtateNormal Scliobl at'River F~lls opened 
SUpt. E. P. Church, Greenville, with his corps of teachers, visited the Grand MOllday of this week for a term of eleven weeks. The Model Grades will 
.,.. 
Rapids schools week before last, for the purpose of comparing methods, and open next Monday: , ' 
studying new ones. It is a good place to go-Grand Rapids..:...not only for Pierce county teachers have a well· deserved reputation for , active. and in. 
the good things you may see and.hear, but you are made to. feel so much at telligent work in their profession. Co. Supt. McCleary and Pres: Parke~ are 
home by Supt. Daniels and the teachers generally, that you get a new and exerting a grand influence for good in that county. 
~ ~bre exalted view of life. Do we visit and compare methods enough? Havn't The Dewey mansion, on State street, Madison, has been purchased for'7, 
lOme of us too much of a feeling of self· sufficiency in our Qwn ability to do 000, by the Board of University RCients. It will be transformeli.inW"., ",i--
our own work? ' , deuce Cor the Preaideut of the University. ' ~ 
" 
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Here is a way to get np an interest in your schools: "Kenosha Public 
Schools. The attention of the citizens of Kenosha is invited to the public ex- . 
aminations of our schools, which will occur Thursday and Friday, April 1St 
and 2d. To add t'J the interest of the occasion, committees have been ap-
pointed by the Board of Education to visit, each a spec;6ed department, and 
the chairman of each committee is requested to make a written report to the 
"superintendent of the leading fe . tures of the examination witnessed. The 
BQard ~lso most ea'rnestly reque.t the public generally to be present ~t these ex . 
er cises. By order of Board of Education. Emory L. Grant, Superintendent. 
, 7tachers' blStittttt Notu:-At Plover, Portage county, the institute opened 
March IS, wilh an enrollment of 75 and closed with 100 names. The inter-
est in the pri~ary work outlined in the syllabus was . manifest, especially in 
the word and phonic method of the 6rst reader and with Grube's Method of 
· Teaching Primary Ari.thmetic. Prof. A. Salisbury was ably assisted in the 
_ ~ork of the institute by W. G. Nye, principal of Plover public schools, . and 
, . C: N. Wade of Stevens Point. The teachers of the Stevens Point city schools 
lent their .presence for a few days, marshalled by Prof. F. L. Green, a gradu-
~te\of Amherst College, and formerly of Markham's Academy,. Supt. Wyatt, 
o~ Price ~ounty, acc9mpanied by one of the Phillips graded school teachers, 
and Supt. L. L. Wright of Waupaca county, were present and took an inter-
est in the work. Several subscriptions were taken for educational journa Is and 
, many tea'chers supplied th.emselves with .copies of the Child's Book of Lan-
I gu,age and Prof. Salisbury's Phonology. The institute closed on Friday, 
March 26, and the Conductor left, carrying with him the good wishes of Por-
tage county teachers-to again continue his work at Fort Atkinson in Jeffer-
son county. 
. At Fond du Lac, Supt. McLaughlin opened the institute work on Monday 
morning, March 22, and after organization, ~bowing an enrollment of 130 
te,achers, Prof. Ro~ert Graham. the veteran institute Conductor of the North-
west; took up the work and kept the teachers in excellent good humor and 
spirits with his skillful questioning and his happily-put suggestions. Miss Ro-
sina:Palmer took charge of drawing. Supt. McLaughlin took an active part 
, ' in the exercises and ably handled the subjects of which he had charge. The 
work in general exercises was unu$ually interesting. Mr. Watson reported 
for the city Prrss the proceedings 9f the institute. The work in .pnmary 
reading was presented in such a way by Prof. Graham that teachers and vis-
itors were intensely interested in the subject. A dozen y~ung ladies and gen-
tlemen formed themselves into a choir and highly entertained the session with 
l!Iusic. Among the visitors noticed were Supt. Hutchens and Prof. Hum-
phrey of the city schools; Prof. S. D. Mann of the Commercial school and 
man! ot~ers. Fond du Lac has a .reputation for large teachers' ~ee~ings 
~n~. l,nStl(utes •. Books on ~eachi~g recommended: Gill's School manage~ent; 
Bam s EducatlOn as a SCience, and How to Teach. 'The institute continues 
t,,:o weeks, when the Conductor will go to Pine River, WausharD, counly, for 
a two .weeks drill with Supt. Tobin's teachers, who have for the last four 
w~eks he en in session l!-S a county normal school. This will end Prof. Gra-: 
_, ham's,work in "the Spring institutes. 
· . At rortage, Prof. A. J. Hutton, the newly appointed Conductor of Platte-
' vjlle NQrmal school, openecd his institute . promptly on Monday morning M~rch 22, wHh 130 mem~ers. The interest ill the good work continued t~ 
'engage the attention of .he teachers, ~ho came in a driving rain on Saturday 
the si.xth dD,y of the instit)lte. Supt. Neill is heartily sustained in his work to 
THE TERRI'IORIAL GROWTH OF THE UNITED 
STATES . ..:....I. 
PRES. A. EARTHMAN, Humboldt College, Iowa. 
WHEN, at the close of the Revolution, England ackno'Yledg~d the independence of the United States, Article II. of the 
treaty of peace established the boundary of th'e latter as follows: 
"And that all disputes w~ich might arise in future, on the subject of the 
'boundaries of the said United States, may be prevented, it is hereby agreed 
and declared, that the following are and, shall be their boundaries, namely, 
from the northwest angle of Nova Scotia, namely, that angle which is formed 
by a line drawn due north from the source of St. Croix river to the Highlands; 
along the said Highlands which divide those rivers that empty themselves 
into the river St. Lawrence from those.which fall into the Atlantic ocean,to the 
northwesternmost head of Connecticut river, thence down along the middle of 
that river, to the forty-fifth degree of north latitude; from thence, by a line 
due west on said latitude, until it strikes the river Iroquois or Cataraquy; 
then.:e along the middle of said nver into Lake Ontario, through the middle 
of said lake until it strikes the communication by water between that lake and , , 
'Lake Erie; thence along the middle of said communication into Lake Erie, 
through the middle of said lake until it arrives at the; water communication 
between that lake and Lake Huron; thence along the middle of said water 
communication into Lake Huron; the~ce through the middle of said lake to 
the water communication between that lake and Lake Superior; thence along 
the middle of said water communica~ion into Lake Superior; thence through 
Lake Superior northward of the isles Royal and Philipeaux, to the Long 
Lake; thence through the middle of the said V>og L'lke, and the water com-
munication between it and the Lake of the Woods, to the said Lake ~f the 
Woods; thence through the said lake to the most northwestern point thereof, 
and from thence on a due west course to tlie ri;er Mississippi; thence by a 
line to be drawn along the middle of the said river Mississippi until it shall 
intersect the northernmost part of the thirty-6rst degree of north latitude. 
South, by a line to be drawn due east from the determination of the line last 
mentioned, in the latitude of thirty· one degrees north of the equator, to the 
middle of the river Appalachicola or Catahouche; thence along the middle 
thereof to its junction with the Flint river; thence straight to the head of St. 
Mary'S river; and, thence down along 'the middle of St. Mary'S river to the 
. Atlantic ocean. East, by a hne to be.drawn aiong the middle of the river St_ \ 
Croix, from its mouth in the bay of Fundy, to its source, and fro'm its source, 
directly north to the aforesaid Highlands, which divke the rivers that fall into 
the. Atlantic ocean, from those which fall into the river St. Lawrence; com' 
:prehendmg all islands within twenty lca~es of any part of the. shores of 
;theUnitcd States, and lying between line's. to be drawn due east from the 
' points where the aforesaid boundaries between Novj1 Scotia on the one part, 
and East Florida on the other, shall respectively touch the bay of Fundy, and 
. the Atlantic ocean, excepting such islands as now are, or heretofore have been, 
within ~e limits of the-aaidprovince of ~ova Scotia: " r 
· elevate the standard of teaching in Columbia county. The work of the i/l~ 
stitute was vigorously pursued, with no sign of flagging, to the ' close. R~_ 
gent A. O. Wright, of Fox Lake ,Academy, was present for two days and made 
seveml speeches to the te tchers upon thc subject of history and civil govern 
ment, Ge!leral Beadle, Supt. of schools for Dakota .territory, was prelent-
and gave the teachers and citizens, on Friday afternoon and eveni1)g, very 
v~uablelectures on the subject of surveying the vast territory of which he ' is' 
a resident, and of the topography of the Red river and ManitQba regions. 
Sqangely, it may 'seem, the Portage city schools, except the high school, con.' 
tinue4 in sessior. throughout the week_ The same may be said of the schools , 
While the above esta;blishes the boundary as agreed to in open 
treaty, a secret articl,e provided that, if Great Britain, at the 
treaty with Spain, then about to be entered into" should retain 
West Florida, the northern boundary of that province, in con-
formity with the proclamation of 1764; was to be a line due east 
from the mouth of the Yazoo river to the Catahouclie. Flo~id'a ' 
being retroceded to Spain, the provision of the secret article be'-
:came inoperative. 
Two items in the above treaty rPust strike the reader as.pecp-
liar; that the parties to the treaty believed the' Mississippi river' 
to extend farther north than it does, and that their understand .. 
ing of the term "degree of latitude" was different from ourso · 
Although the ~reaty professedly endeavors to prevent ';all dis~ , 
putes wpich might arise in future, on the subject of -the boundary 
of the said United States," such disputes soon arose: , When Eng-
land dIscovered that the "Highlands" spoken of in the treaty:, 
. :'P,qrQnd .d,u Ll).c. Ma,ny, teachers . s~pplied 'the.~elves with :Grube's Method, 
, Ap~letons' first readers, Salisbury's Phonology, and THR EDUCATiONAL 
f" , WJmJtLY, D,S well as.the indispensable and valuable Wisconsin :Journal of , 
Education. ' I • 
, Prof. H~tton goes to Spllrta for a two weeks engagement with the Monroe 
county teachers, led by Supl. Brandt. A two wt;,eks institute at R,ichland 
Center will conclude tJte Spring work for the Conductor. 
We shall give f\lrther notes of the work at some of the institutes mentioned 
. . ' • " RESYL~ANIA.· 
. ' r 
ar~ .very near th~ St. Lawrence and that t,heir possessio~ by· the 
pmted, States ~ght menace Quebec, jts government refused to 
carry this portion of thetreaty·intoeffect. Negotiatio~s followed;' 
but, for more than thirty years, without result_ Under J: Q • 
,- : . , 
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Adams' administration, in conformity to the treaty of Ghent, 
the matter was -referred to the · King of the Netherl~nds, for 
' arbitrament. This sovereign,in his decision, left the "highland" 
boundary as stipulated; but awarded to Engla.nd a portion of lhe 
northern projection of Maine. This award the United States re-
jected and the question remained open until, in 1842, Lord Ash-
burton, on the part of England, and Daniel Webster, on the 
part of the United States, agreed upon the present boundary; 
thereby giving to England much more territory than the de,cision 
of the King of the Netherlands had done~ 
. Another misunderstanding arose between the two nations upon 
the interpretation of that portion of the treaty of 1783 relating 
to the bounda,ry line between Lakes Superior and Woods. There 
are two waler courses between these lakes. The treaty undoubt-
edly meant the northern; but, as SOOI1 as the English became . 
aware of the fact that this was the principal course taken by the 
. ful' traders of that region, they objected to the American inter-
pretation of the treaty and claimed the terti tory to the sourthern 
course. Through the weakness of our government, the English 
demand was acceded to, and the Ashburton treaty established the 
present boundary. 
LEARNlNG TO , WRiTE. 
We wonder sometimes, as we wade through a mass of corres-
pondence, whether it is possible to teach good writing. The 
doubt may seem absurd, considering that the majorlty of civil-
ized mankind can write, that every qualified teacher among one 
or two hundred thouslnd in western Europe thinks himself or 
herself co,mpetent to teach the art, and that there must be some 
hundreds of men in England, or possibly some thousands, who 
make a living of some sort by practicing this specialty. Every-
body, we shall be told, is taught, and some few people write well, 
and cons~qu~ntli to teach people to write well must be possible. 
Still, we have this little bit of evidence in favor of hesitation. 
- Nobody ever saw anybody who wrote a thoroughly good hand, 
-and who .had been regularly taught to do it. Good hand\vritings 
exist, undoubtedly, and are, we should say, rapidly on the in-
crease; but the possessors of the art never admit that they ac-
quired it through teaching, and, in the 'majority of cases, never 
were taught. When cross-examined they always affirm that some 
Ulan or woman taught them to write, and that then a certain in-
clination or compulsion of circumstance, or desire to do every-
thing well, or, in frequent instances, a caste feeling, provoked 
them to teach themselves to write welL They . were not taught 
. except in the most rudimentary sense of the word, and we do not 
know how they should be. Tutors and governesses have all 
caught up a system from the professional ~riting-masters, and 
the prosessional writing-masters are all dominated by two ideac;, 
which are r-adically false. We always glance over the boois.s they 
publish, and have read through a new one this week, which we ' 
do not intend to advertise in this article, and they are all alike. 
They all think that "copper-plate writing, II t lie special hand of 
w~iting-masters and bank-clerks is good writing, which it is not, 
being devoid of characte~, far too regular in form, and from ·the 
multiplicity of fine upstrokes not ea.c;y to read; and they all be-
lieve that certain mechanical motions, if carefully taught, will 
produce good writing. They will not, and they do not. There 
never were two people yet in this world of ours who wrote exact-
ly alike, or who have t-he same control over their fingers, or who ' 
ough,t, in order to pro9.uce good writing, to have held their pens 
~like" and the efforUo make' them do it only spoils their' natural 
capabilities. No doubt, those capabilities are often naturally 
very small. The number of persons who are by nature not deft 
with their fingers is very large, and so is the number of those who ' 
cannot fix their attention; while the number 'of those who can do 
nothing well which they must do rapidly exceeds both. The 
difficulty of teaching a grown man to write decently is almost 
inconceivable-he seems never to see what is wanted-and som~­
th~ng of that difficulty attaches to a vast Rr?portion of child,ren. 
StIll, all persons not deformed or crippled in the hand, or d~fi­
cient in eyesight, can be taught to write, and the reason why tney , 
are not taught properly must be some inherent defect in the 
system. We believe it to be the one we have mention~d, the " 
effort to enforce a. certain method, instead of trying to se~ure a 
certain result. The unhappy child, who is almost always, we 
admit necessarily, taught too early, is instructed to hold himself 
or herself in a particular attitude, which is sure to bethe wrong one 
for five sights in ten, the proper attitude depending on the length 
of the child's vision; ' to hold the pen at . a . particular a,ngle, 
which is also wrong, the fitting angle depending on the character 
o( the pen and holder; and .to grasp the pen !it a certain distance 
from the nib, which is arbitrarily fixed, whereas the distance 
must be governed by the formation and strength of the child's 
fingers, and would be infinitely better left to his or her own in-
stinct. Above all, there is a perpetual worry about the "resting" 
of the hand, though the easiest position varies with every child, 
and though no two men with much writing to do rest the fi~gers 
quite alike. The pupil is then taught to make lines in aceitain 
direction, and 'to copy characters so large that they have I}.O re~ . 
semblance to writing at all j and to care particularly about up- ' 
strokes anu ,downstrokes, and all manner of minutire, which, if. 
they are of any value 'at all, will soon come of themselves. ' So 
strong, in spite of centuries of experience, is the belief in this .' 
method, that machjnes for controlling the fing-ers while writing 
have repeat~dly been invented; and the author of-a book·,befor.e . 
us, a professional, is inclined 'to. tie them up in_so'me fashion with 
ribbon. 
We believe that t,he whole of this method is ~ 'mistake, tnat 
there is no single system of mecanique for writing, ami.' that a ' 
child belonging to the educated classes would be taught much ' 
better and more easily if" after being once enabled to make and 
recognize w.ritten letters, it were let alone and praised or chid-
den not for its method, but ,for the result. Let the boy hold, his 
pen as he likes; and make his strokes as he lik«:!s, and write at 
the pace he likes-hurry, of course, being discouraged-but- in-
sist strenuously and persistently that his copy shall be legible: 
shall be clean, and shall approach the good copy set before hiR!, 
namely, a well-written l~tter, .not a rubbishy text on a single line,' 
:written as nobody but a wri~ing-master ever did or ever' Will 
write till the world's end. ' He will make a muddle a,t fi.rst, .'but, 
he will .soon make a passable imitation of his oopy; and ultimately," 
develop a characteristic and strong hand, which may be bad or" .~. 
good, but will 'not be either meani~gless, undecided, or: ~llep'ble. 
This hand will alter, of course, very greatly as he grows ,ol4er.' " 
It may alter at eleyen, ltecause, it is at that age that the range of . 
the eye is fixed, and short sight betrays itself; and it will·alter af 
seventeen, because then the system of taking notes at lecture, ~ 
which ruins most hand:s, wjll have cra~ped and temporarily 
sl?oiled the writing; but the character will form itself again, and 
will never be deficien,t.in clearness 'and, decision. The idea-that 
it is to be 'clear will have stamped itself, and' confidence w.ill not .< 
have been destroyed by worrying little rules,about attitude and \ ' 
arigle, and slope, which the. very irritatton of t,he pupils ought to ~ 
, J 
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coiivi~ce the teacher are, from some pers0nal peculiarity, inap- THE HOME. 
plicable. The lad will write, as he does anything else that he 
:' cares to do, as well as he can, and with a certain efficiency and 
s'peed. Almost every letter he gets will give him some assistance 
and -the master's remonstrance on his illegibility will be attended 
to, like any other caution given in the curriculum. As it is, he 
simply thinks that he does not write well, instead of thinking 
that not to write well is to fall short in a very useful accomplish-
ment and to be pro tanto a failure. 
We are not quite sure that another process ought not to be gone 
'-through, before writing is taught at all. Suppose our boys and 
girls were taught to read manuscript a' little? They are taught 
to read print, but manuscript is not print, or very like it, and 
they are left to pick up the power of reading that the best way 
;",' . they can; they never devote naIf an hour a day for six months 
to manuscript reading. If they did, it 'would be easier to them 
all their lives, and they would learn to believe, in legibility as the 
greatest, or, at any rate, the most useful, quality that writing can 
display,- an immense improvement, ' if our experience can be 
: .. trusted; in the usual youthful ideal on the subject. The business 
of life, no doubt,. soon teaches children to read manuscript; but 
ll)atlyof them never read it easily, and retain through life an 
unconquerable aversion. to the work, from the fatigue and vexa-
. tion it causes them. We· have known men so conscious 'of this 
dCieLt, that they always have important letters read aloud to 
'~hem; and others who )Vould refuse any work, however anxious 
oil other grounds to accept it, if it involved the frequent persual 
. of long manuscripts in varied handwritings. N"o doubt', the 
tendency to a broad and coarse, but beautifulIy.legible, hand-
,. w;ritiilg, which has conquered·the upper class and is slowly filter-
, i!1g downward, is diminishing this reluctance, but it would be 
more rapidly removed if a little trouble were taken to teach 
children to read handwriting. They hardly ·see any till they be-
gin to receive correspondence, and are never compelIed to read 
any, and corisequently learn to write what they cannot read~ 
without intelligence and without pleasure.-Spectator. 
THE PRESS. 
-- , 
CA'I'HOLIC "BROTHERS" AS PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS. 
, ,c . We doubt the report of 'the "Baptist," that ·the Romish Church in New 
York'.city is about to' propose to the Board of Education to take their paro-
chi,al sch~ol-houses and the ;'Brothers" as teachers in the schools •. The 
'Soaia of Education know nothing of the plan, which has been propos~d be; 
,- fore and will have to be proposed several times again before the American 
.. - ~. community accept it. I The American people propose 1'0 setut and appoint, 
Ill! well as commission all the teacher!> whose salaries they. pay.-Christian 
:Unim. 
. <. LITERARY CULTUJlE IN THE SCHOOLS. 
I • - Perhaps the finest element in the fint and comprehensive educat\onal theo. 
'. 
ries that Professor Peaslee has brought. to bear upon the public schools under 
his luperiittendence, is this practical recognition of the importance of culture 
in education. -The expression .souuds .-p~adoxical, but, 6n reflection, it will 
! be seen-that there is a vast amount of education that is by no means synony-
" ' niDus with culture. The celebration of the poets' birthdays is the fruition, as 
.: ' ." ~we ~v'e said, of this system of literary culture, a feature that has in the nat-
.~ ~"\1~r'evolu~on 'of tbings, been evolved from this system of education. This 
~ work.of specialliteruy culture in the Cincinnati schools has occasioned wide 
._ . comment and "pprovlil through the states from Maine to Kansas. The cele-
~ .' bration of. the birthday of Whittier was everywhere noted by the press. The 
" . i reaction of this i,nfluence' i~ noted already in the public iibraries and in the 
:-; ' sales 01 boob.. The circulation of really good literature has .' increased in 
the Public School Lihrary from twenty.five to eighty per cent, and tlie sales 
'or the works elf Mr. Longfellow have, at Messr~. Robert Clarke & Co.'s, been 
-!luadrupled within a few months.-CincinnaJi (JfJmmndal. 
.sCIENTIFIC PAR4,DOXES. 
The water which drowns us, a fluent stream, can be walked upon as ice. 
The bullet, which, ~hen fired from a inuskec,carries death, will be harmless 
if gr.ound to dust before being fired. The crystallized part of the oil of roses, . 
so grateful in its [ragrance,-a solid at ordinary temperatures, though readily 
volatile,-is a compound substance, containing exactly the same elements, 
and in exactly the same proportions, as the gas with which we light our 
streets. The tea which we daily drink, with benefit and pleasure, produces 
palpitations, nervous tremblings, and even paralysis, if taken in excess; yet 
the reculiar organic agent called theine, to which tea owes its qualities, may 
be taken by itself (as theine, not as tea) without any appreciable effect. The 
water which will allay our burning thirst, augments it 'when congealed into 
snow; so that it is stated by explorers of the Arctic regions that the nati~es 
"prefer enduring the utmost extremity of thirst rather than attempt to remove 
it by eating sn~w." Yet if the snow be melted it becomes drinkable water. 
'N evertheless, although, if melted before entering 'the moutb, it assuages thirst 
like other water, when melted in the mouth it has the opposite effect. To 
'render this paradox more striking, we have only to remember that ice; which 
melts more slowly in the mouth, is very efficient in allaying thirst.-Black-
wood. 
CHILDRENS PARENTS. 
BvR. M. · 
SOME one of the good people, who end.eavor to be entertain-ing by persisting in talking school to teachers, when teach-
ers are most anxious to t;llk anything . else . than school, once 
asked what is the greatest obstacle to a teacher's success. In 
lo(\king at the question from all sides we would say that "chief-
est" among many, and the cause and consequence of many more, 
are children!s parents. 
Under existing circu"mstances there seem~ to be no well devised 
means of abolishing tnis impediment to the rapid advancment 
of the pedagogue. . But at times the harassed mind will wander 
back to the starting place of humanity. tht: golqen age of the 
profession when Adam and Eve had their first term time. What 
wonder that the serpent's task was easy! How we would have 
enjoyed teaching there! How easy to have managed ·Adam 
when he had no family traditioRs to strengthen his waywardness! 
His father had never "locked the teacher Ol1t" nor told in his 
presence the ~any wond'!rftil stories of his prowess in the days 
of youth when vanqui£hed school-masters had been strewn alo~g 
his trium'phant pathway like /lQwers' in the path of the conqueror. 
Wonderful boy must Adam have been, and pleasant to behold, 
fa; his big brother had not held the enviable reputation among 
the boys of being able to torture the school rna' am to the verge 
of distraction, nor did he h~ve the ' family reputation to main· 
tain. 
. And how easy it must have been to teach the boy Adam his 
little tI, b, c's, when no anxious mamma had. cautiO'ned him in 
the morning against over tasking his brain, the tiny brain en-
cased in such a sturdy armor of healthy bone and muscle! -
How we would have gloried in Eve--so sweet, so natural; and 
how she might have loved us ! Her mother never catechised her 
to discover if there were not a shade of difference between the 
treatment her dirling and the "daughters ' of men" receiyed. 
Her mot-her never ' told iIi her presence that "my children were 
always. persecuted~always. I tell them they ~iII 'have to put up 
with it of r.ourse, but not to take any more 'of it than they can 
help." Her mother nev!!r told her to have patience that after 
,a while maybe they would 'get Miss Smith from ~odville, and \ 
then Bhe~d see who~s who. She never caIrie to school in the 
-' 
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morning with her little face sour and alert to catch the teacher in 
some misdeed. She came sweet and cheery as would many of 
your little pupils had they not. the blessed expectation of martyr-
dom before them. 
No drawling deacon ever convinced Adam that he was a shal-
low tank into which "book larnin" was to be slowly pumped and 
from which it was slowly to evaporate during the coming years. 
No old fossil of a grandma ever queried before Eve "about 
the good 0' tryin' to teach figgers to girls," and blighted her 
budding efforts at mastering t.he multiplication table. 
No sentimentally corrupt woman ever suggested before Eve 
the impropriety of Physiology lessons, and conveyed in an awful 
, undertone the fact that some folks I 'knowed more 'an was good 
for 'em." ' 
These are the s~holars that might have been, and might' be if 
it were not for the vicious home training that should be modified. 
Cannot the profession petition the state for a training school for 
parents, where they would be taught to help instead of hinder the 
teacher's work? Where they would be induced to believe the 
fact that their children are but children and need a'little restraint 
,abroad as well as at home? And where they ~ould be taught 
that restraining the worst propensities of childhood is not perse-
cution? 
How we should enjoy eXhipiting some parents, that we wot 
'of, as models. And how ,,:e would impress on the others that 
the bread cast on the waters in the way of encouraging the 
children in pleasantness, in industry, and obedience to teachers, 
is so soon returned in the way Of better behavior and obedience 
at home. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., ~arch 6, 18110. 
.1'0 the Comity Superilltmdmts: 
Permit me to call your attention to the following considerations respecting 
the State Normal Schools: 
I. SO long as it i3 conceded that special preparation is I,leeded to insure 
success in the prosecution of the common trades and handicrafts, it would 
seem that no argument should be necessary to show that young persons need 
spe_cial preparation for their, work, before undertaking to teach. . 
They need an accurate and philosophical 'knowledge of the branches of 
study to be taught. They need special training in the art of eXp'ressing 
thought. , 
They need,to understand the processes and laws of mental operation and 
growth. 
They need to be made acquainted .with the principles and methods of in· 
struction, and of organizatioll. management, and control of schools. 
T~e1 need opportunity to observe the actual workmg of a good school, and 
to make their first efforts at teaching and managing under the eyes of expe~i_ 
,enced and successful teachers. 
2. It is the special purpose of the normal schools of this state to me-et just 
these needs. 
They are excellently fiJted to do this work, because: • 
As it is their sole and peculiar pU,rpose, they can do it better than institu· 
tions can, in which this .purpose is only one of several. 
They have extensive and commodious buildings, well adapted to their work. 
They a~e under the management of teachers of long and successful experi. 
ence. 
They are well supplied with apparatus, cabinets, laboratories, and museums. 
They give extended instructiou'in both theoretical and practical pedagogics. 
3. Tuition is fru to all wbo take a pledge to teach in the sta~e. . 
Young persons of suitable age, well prepared and properly recommended, 
are received into either school from any part of the state. , ' 
The total necessary expense ;teed not exceed from '$3.00 to 14.50 a week, 
for each person. 
Candidates should be fairly prepared in the common branches. Those al-
ready fitted for a first grade certificate can take the ' proftssional work exc/u. 
tively. , ' 
The law requires yoilng women to be at least 16 years old, and young ~eii. 
to be at least 17, before they can be admitted to the normal classes. ' 
Each of the normal schools will hold a special session in August, for. the 
benefit of persons actually teaching. . 
4· Catalogues sent free, on application to Edwin C. Hewett, LL. D., Nor· 
mal, Illinois, or to Robert Allyn, D. D ., Carbondde, Illinois. 
5· County superintendents, teachers, and friends qf Education will serve t.he 
cause o( public instruction, by advising young persons who show a" tastea'nd ~' 
aptitude for teaching, to attend one- of the normal sCl/ools. Respectfully ' 
yo~rs, JAMES P. SLAI1E. I 
Sujurintmdmt oj Public Instruction. 
ROCKFORD,' iLL., March z6th, 1880. 
To Principq,ls oj Rig" Schools: . 
The Agricultural Society of Winneba.go ' County, Ill., offers the following 
premiums for School Work exhibited at the the next Annua.l 'Fair, which is to 
be held in Rockford. Sept. 13, 14, IS, 16, 'and 17,1880 ,: -
Best Examination Manuscripts in Virgil '5 00' 
" " " " Literature, - S 00 
I, "" Botany, S 00 
., " " " Geometry, ;:' ,S ,00 , 
Winnebago Na.tional Bank, of Rockford, offers Monteith's Pictorial chait 
of Geography, and Hand.Book, value '10,00, to the school sending best ~eti­
eral exhibit from Primary Departmeut-the pupils to be under 8 ~ years of -
age . . 
Competition for th'e above premiums is n~t confined to our county,· or even 
to our state. All public schools are invited to compete; and not only 
are they invited, but earnestly solicited. The premiums are _ not so !lirge 
as to induce you to send your , work, merely for tIre sake of tlle 
premiums; but we request you to send it to help our exhibit, and 
to promote the cause of education by giving us the privilege of studying:your 
methods. As the interest in the Educational Department.of the F.air, in("r~as~, . 
our Agricullural Society will incre~se the size of premiums, and if you will 
help us now to make our exhlbit a success, we will. be able in th~ ,fuiure to , 
offer you larger premiums on YOllr work. This wilt' be oilr second Educational) 
. Exhibit. Our experience last year wa.~ such as to make us feel that placing"" 
the work of the school-room on ~xhibition can be 'made' a great help in·iiis.:, ' 
' jng the'standard of, excellence. The work on exhib!!ion last year was thor-
oughly' examined by most of our Dest teacherS, many of whom hive since in-
corporated into their own school work some of the methods exhibited. 
We wish the examination manu,cripts-ro be written with ink, and to have , 
the per cent of standing marked by the t~acher o.n uppel" right hand comer: 
The size of paper, and manner Of putting papers tozether, are left to your 
discretion. By following the requirements of the State Fair' Educational Ex- ' 
hlbit, you could send the same work to both Fairs. Each pupil must wr),te" 
at the,beginning of his paper, his name, age, p'lst-office address, date of pre; _ 
paring the paper, aud ~ame of his teacher. \ We w'ish the entire work of-' 
each class examined, and with it a written statem~llt from the 'Princip'aI 6f 
.the number of High School pupils enrol' ed for the year, numl-er and names " 
of assistant teachers, numQer of p:lpers in e:!.~h topic, and number of weelt~'T \ ~ 
devoted by class to the ~tudy of each topic previo!!, to the ex lmination. W~ • 
wish you to arrange the papers in orde r of excellenc~; the best first, and 10 
on. Although we ask you to send the entire. work of a class, we iftlen.d'tb· 
consider only a few of the 'best papers ,in assigning premiums. , _, " 
We wish the work on or before the firSt day-of Au~t, that the, awar~ina:. \ 
committee may hav:e 'ample time for e~amin~tion. The work "ill be car.e£uijy. ~ 
preserved in the office o( €ounty Superintendent of Schools, and pro~ly en· . 
tered at the 'Fair. Please notify the ~ndersigned, at you~ earljest convenience, ' , 
whether or not your school will be represented. Very Respe!=tfully, 
MRS. MARY L. CkIlPJ:tN'l'EIl. 
\ Sup'i of Educ.ational Departmmt Winnebag.o Co. Fair. ', 
. 
MICHiGAN.~OFFICIAL RULINGS ANJ) DEqISIONS. 
~. A Poll list is not necessary in,taking any vote in a school meeti\lg, ' . lI:" 
cept when. voting upon issuing b~nds of die district; tliell th~ ,PQlllists mus t , 
be made, and the polls kept open two hours. _ . ' ' 
2. A townsliip supe?ntendent should withhold the-te&ther'1 c.t!rtifi.~,ulltil " 
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the institute fee is paid: When he grants a certificate he becomes responsible 
for the fee, as the law gins him no authority to trust, and he is required to 
pay to the cO\lnty treasurer at the close of each quarter the fee for each certifi-
, cate' granted during the quarter. 
3. :An action of a district meeting, which the clerk of the meeting failed 
to, record, is not void through such failure, providl'd such action can be proven 
by other testimony. 
, . 4. It is not legal for the township treasurer to pay district moneys to any 
, person other than the assessor, and then only upon the proper warrants. 
NOTES. 
-Subscriptions expiring b~fore Number 167 can be extended to the sum· 
mer vacation (No. (66) at five cents a week. This offer is a special one and 
is made to'accommodate those who wish to have the time of their subscrip-
ition 'correspond wi,h the school year. Look at your number on the wrapper 
and see that your time is .extended tbrougb the term at the annual rate. 
For pens for mercantile purpose; the ttndency is to use those with hlunt ' 
points, leaving the extra fine and elastic for schools and professional penmen. 
For correspondence and rapid writing pens are enquired for that will make a 
distinct I).nd bold outline without regaf(~ to shading such as Esterbrook's No. 
122, 183 & 1743, all having blunt points. Those with turned up points are 
especially suitable for the same purposes, and have a remarkably ell$y, quill. 
, 1ikll,acuon represented by Esterbrook's Nos. 1876,, 256 and 309. 
Preference is given by many to the short nib or stub pens of which the Nos. 
161 Engrossing and 284 Biackstone of ·the same make, are the most popular. 
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE-IN TYPHOID FEVER.-I have been greatly 
benefited myself, as also have others, from using Horsford's Acid Phosphate. 
I have used it to the exclusion of all otherremedies, in Typhoid fever, with 
very gratifying nsults to . myself, and with thanks from my patients for so ' 
agree«blea remedy. C. R. J. KELLAM, M. D. 
ST. CHAlla, Minn. 
I take. the WEEKLY and find it of '1ery great service. I am glad to get it 
each week, and am doing some talking for it among the teachers. Success to 
such earnest workers as the editors of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY.-Clarks-
vi{/~, Mo. . 
- The EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY is a publication that should be in the hands of 
."" ,every teacher in the country, and its aid is especially beneficial to beginners 
, <~' in the profession.-Miljord Genius. 
, The WEEKLY exhibits just that kind of educational journalism-pugillstic 
when necessary, that the live teacher desires.-Prairie du Chien, Wis. 
. I ,cannot well do without the WEEKLY and do not wish to miss any num-
, ~rs hereafter.-Sparta, III. 
I ,consideritafirst classjournal.-Supt. L. B. Baughman, Story Co.,la. 
Can't get along without it.-New Milford, Pa. 
I must have it.-.Do/ton, III. 
,r 
"IHE .-£NEID OF VIRGIL. 
, Translated by GEORGE HOWLAND, Chicago. 
Cldsely shut in by the trees, that conceal It within their dark shadows, 
He'then himself 'goes forth with a' single companion, Achates, 
Swinging about in his hand two spears with broad blades of iron. 
'Now 'in t~e midst of the forest his 'mother preSents herself to him, 
315 Armed'as a Spartan maiden, with maHien appearance and bearing, 
Or as the Thracian Harpalyce seems, when she wearie& her coursers, 
And as she /lies o'er the fields" the winged east. wind far surpasses. 
,For, as' their way is, the hnotress had hung a light bow itom her 
.,. 'shoulders, 
Giving her hair to the winds to toss about at their pleasure, 
320 f~ar.e' to the knee, 'while her flowing 'robe in a knot she had gathered: 
First then on meeting them : "Ho! youth," she says to them, "pray, can 
,you tell me, . 
"If you perhaps have seen anyone of my sisters h~re ranging, 
. "Clad in, the skin of the spotted lynx and girt with a qlliver, , 
.; "O! on the foaming boar's tra.:k with.shouts and cries eagerly pressjng l' 
325 > Venus thus spake, and repiying 'the 100 of 'Venua thus aplwered: 
"Neither indeed have,I seen pr heard anyone of Y9ur sisters,-
,:-., - "What may I call tbee, 0 maid? for yOUl' look is not that of mortal, 
- "Nor does your voice sound as human, 0 goddess, as surely thou 
seemeat; , " 
, "j,.rt thou, the~ oneiof the nymphs 1 or art thou the sister: of Ph~bna? 
/ "30 "Grant us thy favC?r, whoeVer thQu art, and. lighten our labor. ~ / . 
"Tell us, we pray, to what clime, to what-shore of the world we are 
driven; 
"For without guida:~ce or knowledge of men or of places, we wander, 
"Tossed about hither and thither, the sport of the wind and. the billows; 
"Many a victim shall fall by our hand for thee at the altars," 
335 Venus then answered: "Indeed"unworthy am I of such hor.or; 
"It is with Tyria~ ' m,aidens the custom to carry the quiver, 
"Binding the leg" when engaged in the chase, with the high purple buskin; 
' ''What you see here is a Tyrian realm, of the race of Agenor; 
"But all the country is Afric, a 'people inhuman and warlike. 
340 "Dido who come he~e from Tyre, to escape from her br~ther, is ruler; 
"Long is the tale of her wrongs, and long the details in recital, 
"Only tlie prominent points will I to~ch upon now, ot the story. 
"She had a husband, Sichreus, the richest of aU the Phrenicians, 
"Deeply and ardently loved by the fond b~t ' unfortunate Dido; 
345 She had been given to him by her father, stIll blooming in girlhood, 
'~Bufon the thr:one then, of Tyre was her brother Pygmalion seated, 
"Truly a monsterJn crime and wickedness more tlian all others. 
"'Twixt them.a ,quarrel arising, he' wlckedly murdered Sichileus, 
"Stealthily coming upon him, when off his guard, by the altar, 
350 "Blind with the lov«!! of gold, nor regarding the love of his sister. 
"Long he concealed the transaction by many deceptive pretenses, 
"Mocking her sorrowing heart by hopes' too soon to be blighted. 
"But in her sleep came the shade of her husband himself still unburied, 
"Turmng upon her a face overspread with a wonderful paleness, 
355 "Showed her the cruel altar, iaid bare the wound in his bosom, 
"Bringing to'light all the crimes that the house had in secret committed. 
"Then he exhorts her to'hasten, and fly with all speed from the country, 
"Opens for heiin the 'earth, as the requisite aid for the journey; 
"Treasures of silver and gold, long deposited there, beyond measure. 
31X? "Thus aro!lsed, Dido made ready for fli _ ht with a band of attendants; 
"Quickly assembled all those who\I1 either fierce hate of the tyrant, 
"Or extreme terroT impelled; some vessels that chanced to be ready, 
"Seizing, they lade with their gold, avaricious Pygmalion'S riches 
"Carrying over the sea' ; but the leader in all was a woman. 
365 "Forth from their country departing, at length they arrive at these places, 
"Where you see no~ the great walls and the rising towers of new 
Carthage; 
"Here they first purchased some land, from the mode of the purchase 
called Byrsa, 
"Buyillg as much in extent as they could surround with a bull's hide. 
"But now, I pray yoO:, who are you? or whence do you come 1 from 
what countly ? 
370 h}Vhither the cour~e of your travels 1" He then in reply to,[these 
questions, 
Sighing, made an,swer:as follows, in tones of the deepeSt e~otion ; 
"Goddess, if I should proceed to tell all from the very beginning, 
"And there were leisure with you to hear the account of our labors, 
"Night with the star of the' evening would seal up the-day ere I finishe~. 
375 "'Leaving old Troy, if perchance that name has yet come to your hearIng, 
"Carried about for long years over vario~s waters, a tempest 
"Bore us away by its force to the African coast, as it happens. 
"I am the Pius.Aeneas,' who saved from the foe my Penates, 
"Which I have with me on boa~d; my fame has reached even tq heaven. ' 
380 "Italy seek I, my country; my..race is from Jove the Almighty. 
"Furnished with twice ten ships, I embarked on the Phrygian waters, 
h~d by my mot'J.er, a goddess" wherever the Fates had appointed; 
"Now barely seven remain from th'l: shock of the winds and, the billows. 
"I all unknown and in need now pass through the T~ibyan deserts, 
385 "Banished from Europe and Asia." But his most pitiful story 
Venus could suffer no longer; and thus in the midst interrupted: 
"Surely, whoever you are, still breathing the pur~ air of heaven, 
"Never a foe ~o ,the gods have you come to the Tyrian city. 
, "Go now, betake yourself hence, 'and visit the queen at ,ber palace; 
390 "For I annolfnce your companions restored, and ,our fleet reassembled, 
"Brought by a change of the winds to a safe and commodious harbor, 
, "Did not my palents in vain teach me augury all to no purpose. 
"Look, and behold tho,se swaps in a gladsome group, tw,elve in 'numher, 
"Which froll! 1.>-is airy r.egion the bird of Jupiter swooping 
" 395 "Drove throug}!,' the open sky; they appear now the ground to be choos'. 
- J ing; " 
·· ~Pl=i1 , I,~l&8o] 
AN ARITHMETIC LESSON. 
(Child studyin.K".. at an open window.) 
Two times 'ieven are twenty-two: 
Kitty, don' t I wish '.twere you, 
'Stead of me had this to do ? 
Two times ' leven are twenty two. 
Three times 'leven are thirty-three; 
Robin in the apple. tree, 
I hear you, do' you here me? 
Three times 'leve~ are thirty-three •. 
Four times 'leven are forty-four; 
How the sunbeams speck the floor I 
Four times ' leven are-what a bore! 
F~ur times ' leven are forty-four. 
Five times 'leven are I,fty-five: 
S';"allows! Swallows! skIm and dive, 
Making all the air alive; 
Five times 'leven are fifty-five. 
Six times 'leven are sixty-six ; 
Tip for shame, sir! Prdty chicks, Do~'t you mmd his saucy tricks : 
SIX times 'leven are sixty-six. 
Seven times 'leven are seventy-seven; 
There now, Kitty, you can't even 
Say the first-"once 'leven is leven," 
Seven hmes 'leven are seventy-seven. 
Eight times 'leven are eighty-eight: 
Some one's pullmg at the gate; 
Hark I it's Bessie, sure as fate! 
Eight times 'leven are eighty-eight. 
Nine times 'leven are ninety-nine; 
Coming Bessie! Ain't it fine? 
That's the last one in the line! 
Nine times 'leven are ninety-nine. 
. -Selected. 
PUBLISHERS'. DEPAR TMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS 01 the WBBKLY will be furnished for ten cents each until the su Iy is exhaUJIted. . Bound volume for 1817, HalrMorocco, with. gIlt stamp, 
can be had for '5.00. Covers alone, for any two volumes, 
onc year) 75 cents. 
In ordering a change in the address .of your paller, always 
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Consumption Cured. ' , 
AN old phy Sician, retired from practice, having had placed 
, 'In his .bands by an East 'India missionary the formula of a 
simple vegemble remedy for thc speedy and permanent cure 
for Consumption. Bronchitis. Catarr!'! Asthma, . and all 
ThroBt and Lung AffeCtions, also a positive and radical cure 
(or Nervous Debility and all Nervolls Complaints, a fter hav-
ing tested it5 wonderful curative powers in th~u!.ands. of 
cases has felt It h is duty to make It known to hIS suffermg 
e1\o":. Actuated by by this motive and a desire to relieve 
human 'sufferlng, I will send frce of charge to all who ties lIe 
It this recipe; in German, French, or English t with full directions for preparing ami using. Sent by mailny addres-
- alngwlth stamp,namlng this paper, W . W. SHBJtAR,I~ 
, p_,' Block, Roclu.tlr, N : Y. 
,,- , 
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BEST, HA,NDSOMEST, MOST LEGIBLE TYPE . . 
The "Avon" Edition. 'The Complete Works of Shakespeare •. 
In issuing "The Avon Shakespeare'- the Publishers claim for it very great superiority over any octavo edition here-
tofore published, and for the follow 109 rcasons-PURITY and ACCURACY of the TEX~'I edited by those foremost 
Shakesperian scholars of the al(e, Mes' rs. Clark and Wright. The LARGE and CLEAR TyPE and its fine typograph. 
ical displav uppn the page. The Vlork is printed from new EI.ctrotype Plates made tram type cast especially for this 
volume. 1'he PLOTS of the PLAYS, giving the reader the whole 'story in prose, with critic, l comments on the most 
lemarkable scenes. E legance of Illustration. The engravings are by Meadows, Frith . and other noted ar.ists. A 
Glossarial Index of terms, of remarkable excellence and thoroughness. A Graphic Life of Shakespeare, full of the freshest , 
and most interesting reminiscences, by John S. Hart, LL, D., late Professor of the English Language and Literature in 
the College of New Jersey. Alphabetical Index of the Characters, tclling at a glance the name, who the character is, and 
the play, and page where the character appears. Index to Familiar Passages, with a reference to the page where 
each'passage occurs. As a Volume, the work contain. 966 double-column pages, and 24 full-page illustrations, with 
numerous spirite4 illustrations in the text. ' , 
.STYLES OF BINDING AND PRICES. 
Cloth. Extra, gilt back, printed in black, front and back, ~3.00. Full Sheep, marbled edge, full edge rolled, in gold, '3.50' 
Half Russia, cloth sides, gold centre, marbled edge, ~.oo Cloth, Super Extra, gilt back, gold edge, 83.7<. Half 'fur 
key Morroco,doth sides, gold centre, gilt edge, '5 50. FuJI Turkey Morocco, antique, gold centre. iilt edge, 18. co. 
The same work in two volumes-Cloth, Extra, Rilt back, printed in black, front and back, '3.15. Full Sheep, marbled 
edge, full edge rolled In gold, '4.25. Cloth, Super Extra, gilt back, gold centre, gilt e"\:c $4.50. . ' • 
Fine edition, printed on tODed paper. Twenty large and. striking full page Boydel!" iIlustralions. Inclu<\ing.the 
Droeshout portrait on steel-ClOIh, bevelled boards, gilt centre, '5 .00. Half Turkey lIIorocco. gilt rolled, gilt centre, and ' 
edges, ,S.50. Half Russia, marbled paper sides, marbled edge. 19.00. Law Sheep, bUf1\,ised marble edges, $6.00. Half, 
Russia, cloth sides, gold cenlre, marbled edge, ~.oo . Full Turkey Morocco; antique, gilt cen ~re and edge", 19.50. 
CLAXTON, REMSEN if HA FFEL FINGER,' Pl.lblishe-I"S, 624, 6~6, 
and 628 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. · '. 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
I OWA COLLEGE, Gri""ell, liYWII. For cataIo~e, etc., addsess the President, GBo.F.MAGOUN, D .D. Lchy 
CHANDLER SCIENTIFIC .DEPT. 01 Dartmouth College. Liberal Education on a scien.titic basis. Address Prof! E. R. RUGGLES, Hanover, ·N. H . cpe 
I LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSI7Y, Cham-paign, Ill., J . M . Gregory l.. LL. D., RegenL College 
of Agriculture, College of J!;ngineers, College of Nat-
uI .. l SCIences, College of Literature and Arts. Fall term 
begins Sept. n, 181.7' [tf] 
S T MAR 1" S SCHOOL, K""xvi/ie,"Illinois. A Board-ing Schoot lor Girls; First-class .throughout; . a safe Christian home; with "the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made to I!atrons In nearly every city in ¢.e 
WesL [tf] C. W. LBPPINGWBLL, D .D.,Rector. · 
S YRACUSE UNIVERSITY, at SyracUJIe, N . Y. The . University has now the following departments In op-
eration: Collere 01" Liberal A.-ts-E. O. Haven, D. 
D., LL. D.,Chancellor. Medical Collere-F. Hyde, M.D., 
Dean College "f Fi". A.-ts-G. F. Comfort, A. M.Jo. Dean. 
. For A""uals and other informatioll, apply to E. u. HA. 
VBN, Chancellor. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEin of State Normal University. Special attention i. paid to fitting young 
men for College. ' For years its graduates have enter· 
ed Harvard, and other fir..t-class colleges, without conditions. 
The Eilglish course presents raIe opportunities to young men 
prepanng for business, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of study. For further information address E . J . James, 
Ph. D., ~ormal, Ill. , 
OHIO CEN1 RAL NORMAL, a1lli Kiiuiergart ... T.-ai"illg School. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, onc, two, and three years respect .. 
Ively. Incorporated under/State, Board of Trustees. This 
i. the only Normal School in 'the State having a distinct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the mest thorough academic iDlStinction. 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prill., 
Worthington O. 
.i l-LINOI!> STATE NORMAL . UNIVERSITY, fOJ the special preparation of teachers.. The fuJI course 01 
study requires three years. Tuition /"ruto those who 
pledge themselves to teaCh In die state; to otherS, '30 per 
year. Hil''' School De'a.-tmtn~ offers the best advaptages 
for prepanng for college or for' business. Tuition, '30 per 
year. Grammar Scho,,1 Depart", ... t furnIShes excellent 
facilities for obtaining a good, pracncal education. Tuition, 
.12S per year. Prima.." DlpartJt<not, " charming place for 
the "little folks." Term begins March 8,1880, Forparticu-
lars address EdwID C. Hewett, President,Normal, Ill. tf 
EDWARD DE ANGUERA'S 
OONSERVATORY 'OF MUS/C, 
24.9 Park Ave. 
-
Teachers of ackno~led,ed ability in their several depa~ 
menu .. have been secured I'n the following branches : 
Piano, Organ . Violin'. Violoncello. Cornet, Guitar. Zi ther, 
Flute and Piccolo, Yocal Culture, Harmony, Counterpointt Fuge , CompoSItion, Thorough·bass Reading at Sight, ana 
all other . branches of Music; also Elocution, French, 
German, Itali n and Spanish. . 
Full information concerning the institution and its manage 
ment ' can be obtained by mquiring at W. W. K.imball's 
Music Warerooms, Cor. State and Adams Streets, and at· the 
Conservatory. -
REWARDS OF MERIT. Teachers'pricellst&ee. S~ples 
forIoc.(silverorstam~)F. E.,Adams -HID.N. H 
A FRESH BOOK 
Hailed with Delight in Educational 
Circles. 
! NEW ARITHMETIC 
CONTAINING 
Short, Simple, 
Practical and Scientific 
METHODS OF CALCULATION: 
. 
A New Method of computatIOn for every topic 0, 
Arithmetic, adm,tting of an ,Easy ~nalysis, and which Is 
shorter, more simple, beuer and easier understood, and will 
soon supercede the methods now in use. . 
1 he 'work contains IQ4 pages, 12 mo. and will be sent 
on receipt of 
Price in Cloth, 81.00 ; In Paper, 7lS Ct.. 
Descriptive circulars and recommend~lons sent on I 
application. , 
Address, J. F. LA.NING; 
NBW LoNDON, 0 ., .A,utlior anel Publisher' . 
L. ~RANG: & CO., 
ARl' AND EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS, 
586 Roxfmry St .. BOSTON, 
Publishers of the system of IDdustrial Drawing prepared 
for public schools by PROP. WALTER SMITH, general super. 
visor of Drawing in the Boston Public Schools, and State 
Director of Art Education in Mass. . 
"The A1nerlcan Drawing Models for the ~e .of ' 
~~~:::,~~ schools, drawiIu: classes, and sch.oola ef art ap~ 
Drawing Materials. 
Prang's Natural History, Serles. For schools and 
families. Animals ."d ~I"nts represented,.1n their 'natUral 
colors, and al"ranged for InstructIOn with object· lessons. \ 
General Ageqt (or the Western States 
HERRlIIANN SCHURICHT, 
CHICAGO, II!., 458 North Clar~t. I: ' 
I \, ' ,~ , 
CHAS. DESIL~ER &: SONS, . " 1701 Ch.stnut, Philadelphia, Publlsheri' ot ' 
.'Interl,inear C.lasslclI..! 
LATIN.-Virll:U, ClIBsar, Horace, Cicero,.Salluat, 
9vtd, Juven,,~,' and Ltvy, .. . . _:.2;2lS. 
, GREEK -Homer'S Diad, Gospel St. Jo~ and· 
Xenophon'-s Anabsis ....... 2.7lS. - ~ , 
Sample pag~ free . Send for ter~ and' circulars. 
. . "' (jJryanl'8 ' . ~~ 
. 8T. J08EP/{, MO. . 
Full particulars sent to an)' add ..... upon receipt or.-p 
lout no attention tt> postals of lpecim"'en "hunters. • 
TJ[08.J.~Y~,~.~ 
Tne .Educatio'lial weekly. 
JUST PUBLISHED. 
PART I. OFELEMENl'ABYLES-
SONS IN ENGLJ.SH. 
For Home and School Use. By W . D . Whitney, of Yale 
. Collage, snd Mrs. N . L . Knox. 
It contains ffolech"icalrra",,,,af". It is designed to give 
children su .h a knowledge of the English language as will 
enable them to Ifuak, write, and use it with accuracy and 
fon;e . It i- maoe up of exercises to increase and. improve 
the vocabulary , lessons in enunciation, pronunciation, spell-
ing, sentence· making, punctuation, the use of capitals, 
abbreviations , drill in writing number· forms , gender.forms t 
and the possessive · form, letter· writing, and such olher 
matters pertaining to the art of the la nguage as maybe 
taught simply, clearly. and profitably. Many and varied 
oral and written exerci5ts supplement every lesson. 
Sent, postpaid, on receipt of 50 cell ts. 
. GINN & HEATH, PubUsher~, 
J. C. MACK~ZIEAgt, 46 Madison St., Chicago. 
SH·ELDON &, CO., 
. Publl;h the followin& NBw and ATTRACTIVR School Books. 
Olney's Arlthmetlcs, 
(A full Common School course in two books.) 
Olney'~ Algebras apd Wgher Mathe DlatlC!l. 
Patterson'd Spellers. . 
Colton's New Geographies. . 
Shaw's EngUsb ·Llterature. 
L088lnlr'S outUne of'U. S. Wstory. 
Hooker's New Pbyslology. 
·Chapln's First Principles of Political Economy. 
Avery's Element.. of Natural :fhllosopby. . 
mIl's Elem. of RbetorJc and CODlposltlon. 
Palmer' s Elements of Bookkeeping. 
I1ltroductory P rices Greatly Rtduced. 
ChicalO Office) Lakeside Building, Room 9. 
81l11rD1ER EXCUB,8IOJ(S TO EUROPE, 
E. M. JENKINS, late managinl member of the tourist 
firm of Cook, Son 8t Jenk'ns. the originator and organizer 
of nearly all ~ the excnrsion parttes which ever went to 
Europe, is now nrganizing TWO SPECIAL EXCUR-
$ION' PARTIES, to be conducted by himself and other 
well·known conductors. 'lhe firlt will leave New York 
June '7, by steamer ( iiy tif Montreal, lo visit Ireland, 
Scotland, England, BelKiUDl, the Rhlne,'GerDlany, 
Italy, SwItzerland, and France, to occupy' 79 days and 
95 days. First·cl as travel and hotels, 8626 and 8626. 
Tlu secDffd·to leave New York July I, by steamer City tif 
Cheil,rJ:, and will visit England, Holland, Belgium, the 
Rbine, uermany, Italy, Swizerland. and France, to occupy 
65 days and 8. day. F irst cla.<s traviland hotels, 8400 and 
8600, whIch cover entire expenses for the journeys. Both 
·,,,rties will visit and witness the performance of the 
"Passi "" Pia,," at Vbera","urgau, a description of whic.h 
as seen by Mr. Jenkins, is given in pamphlet of tours. 
Programmes seot on application 
E, M. JENKINS, 
P. O. Box <1,.65. 229 llroadway, New York. 
PIANOS .AND ORCANS. 
PIAliOS' 8150 TO 8'00 (Wilh Stool, Cover and Book) 
-Ali . ,r) cliy First-class and ' sold a t Wholesale 
factory .prices. '1 hes. P ianos made one of the fioest dis-
plays at the, Centennial Exhibition, and we., unanimously 
reeommended for the lilGIlBST HUNORS. The square 
Grands contain Mathushek's new patent Duplex Uver· 
strung Scale, the llreate,t iD)provement in the history . of 
Piano makinQ:. The Uprights are the finest In Amer-
Ica. Catalogue of <18 pages-mailed free . JUBILEE 
ORGAN:S, the best i!, the world. An 8 stop Ol"llan only 
S6s; '3 stops; t97-wlth all the. lale>t and best improve· 
mentl, possesslDg power, deyth, brilliancy, and sympathetiC 
qu,\hty in tpne. . Beautifu sol~ effects and perfect stop 
action. Solid Walnut ca.-es of beautiful design and elegant 
finish . Circular free. All Pianos and Organs sent on 15 
days' trial-freight free if , ... satisfactory. Don't f. i1 to 
write us before buying. P psltivelywe offer the best bargains. 
=~~ and WarerooDls, 67th St. and 10tb Ave. 
MUSIC at }3 price . Catalo~u, of 3.000 choice 
pieces sent for 3c. stamp. ' Ad'drtss. MENDELSSOHN 
PIANO C~., Box 2058,N: Y. .. . 
.. Summer' School of Eloc-..tlon .. 
.. . By S. S. HAMILL, .A. M •. 
Will open June loth, 1880, a t 710 West Monroe Street, 
Chicalo, 111. 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO.,, 
EDUCATIONAL 
P.UBLISHERS AN·n AGENTS. 
SPECIAI..,·L LIST. ' 
Ilethods of Teaching in Uountry 
Uountry Schools. 
This work is not a mass of " glittering generahties," but 
suggestions in detail as to how to teach and manage an un4 
graded schOOl, drawn from long exptri~nce and observa.tio""s 
of one who has heen there hims~lf. It IS a work deVOId of 
everything foreign to the subject. The only work ever 
published that meets the needs of couDtry teachers . Teachers 
(and they are numbered by the legion), who have s~arched 
In vain through a score or more of books on teachmg, for 
somelhing practical for their country schools, should gIve 
lhis book a trial. int.nsely In/.restmlJ, ThoroulJhly Prac-
tical, £m;,untly Adapted to Ihe Country Schools, 11.25 
Mistakes in Teaching. 
By JAMBS. L. HVGHRS, Inspector of Public Schools, 
Toronto, Can. This work discusses in a terse manner over 
ONE HUNDRED of the mistakes commonly made by un· 
~rained or inexperienced Teachcrs. It is designed to warn 
young Teachers of the error- they are liable to make, and to 
help the older memberS of the pro~ession t? di~card wlaatever 
methods or habits may be preventing theIr hIghest success. 
The mistakes are arranged under l~e follo~ing ?e!,d~:­
I . Mistakes in Management. ~ . Mlst!,kes In D,sc,phne. 
3. Mistakes in MClhod. <I. MIstakes In 14anner. Toned 
paper, cloth extra, .50 
Wedgwood's Topical Analysis. 
A full Topical Outline of Descnptive Geography, U . S. 
History, Practical Arilh"!etic , . Physiology and Hygie~e, 
Physical Geograpbyj. Enghsh Grammar, and PenmanshIp, 
For use in Common ::.chools. Normal Schools, and Teachers' 
Institutes, by George S. Wedgwood, .5<> 
Grube's Method. 
A Practical Iliustration of Grube'. Method of Teaching 
Elementary Arithm.tic with a large number of hints and 
suggestions. By Prot. i.;;uis Soldan, Prmcipal of St . Louis 
N~rmal School. Paper,.o cents, Flex. c\., .30 . 
The Normal Q,uestion Book. 
Contaimng over 3000 questions with answers l arranged in 
a systematic manner. Prepared expressly for the use of 
teachers in making preparation for examinatlons. It is also 
adapled to the use of common schoo's for daily, weekly, and 
monthly reviews . The work conta ins an appendix giving 
modes of teaching lhe different branches, outlines ofsllbjects, 
rules and regulations to be observed during exammations, 
hints and suggestions on the preparation of MSS., etc. By 
J. E . Sherrih. , 11.50 
Monthly Report . Cards. , 
Printed on Stiff Card Board. 'Different sizes and styles. 
Per 100, ' _ . ' . • 65 
Lancaster S'chool Mottoes. 
Thirty Mottoes and the Lord's Prayer. Twelve Cards 
p.rinted on both sides. Choice Extracts as Sub· Mottoes . 
The best tinted 6·ply Card Board. Colon. Salmon and 
Green. Black type, bold and attractive, ".10 
Eni'erson's Patent Binclers. 
In appearance precisely like the cover of a regularly 
bound book. The flexible back adjusts itself to any thick-
ness of papers, and two nan:ow strIps ofth~n ~teel, working 
hinge-like, hold them as m a vIce. PerIOd,cals may be 
stitched 10 as they are received, or a whole volume may be 
I.ollnd at once. Price list on application. 
The 'Library Binder. 
For Novels. Pamphlets, Magazines, etc., and especially 
adapted to circulating libraries. Two sides wi,hout a back. 
,Price list furnished on application . 
Any book or article. of sch~ol merchandise furnished 
promptly a t the lowest price. 
Send for our price list of School Supplies before pur · 
chasing elsewhere. 
12q L,essons, two per ddy~ $80 , SCHOOL BOOKS EXCHANGE.J), 'So B~ WINCHELL &i·Co •• Chicago, J.ll. 
'&-Ten Lessons In E1ocutiOD and how to teach them sent 
Cree to all. 
§.H~A V C0 fi}C:~'RE'S Cc?,,!pl~te 'Yorks, and 71I\C::Orc:., DR. FooTB's HEALTH OliTHLY one. year lor • !lostage 25C. Sample copy: free . 
r . MURRAY Hll.L PUB. CO" I2Q E 28 St., N . Y. 
to 000 Names of restdents wanted. For 25 names With 'a:v ,' address aJld 25 c, we Will send a fir' ~I\ .. lIaJ1d-
k&rcbief, ~ thread .m.:. ReJUlar price ".25. Address 
_"" JIb G. W. FOSTER a: (>0. , ' 25 Clark St., Ch'ca&O. ' 
Boston ,Unzversi"ty 
Offers hi Coll.g,ate and Post.graduate studies, In Theology, 
Law, aDd ' Medicine, ' the choicest -of ~stern Advan-
tages. Address 17u Regisl,..ar. 
$66 a·w-.ek ,n)'our-;'wn town. Terms a'ld 15 outfit Cit .. Adare .. 'H : Hallett 8t Co:. Portland-Ma. · aliI' ' 
-[Nuumber ~55 
TEl:El 
Chzcago &-Northwestern' 
RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED I BEST 
EQUIPPED I and beDce the 
Leading RAilway of the West 
. and Northwest. 
It embrace. under one Management 
2,380 MILES OF ROAD, 
and forms the following Trunk Lines : 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," 
"Chicago. Clinton, D,ubuque & La Crosse Line,' 
"Chicago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," 
"Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line," 
"Chica~o, Green Bay & Lake Superior Line." 
-ITS-
Uouncil BloWs, Denver and Uall-
' fornia Line 
Isthe Best . Route betweeq CHICAGO and all points In 
,IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING. COLOR· 
ADO, UTAH, NEVADAt CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAP~N and AUS RALIA. Its 
St. Paul and Minneapolis Line 
Is the Best Line between CHICAGO and all points in 
NORTHWESTERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, 
aDd for MADISON, ST. P;(UL, MINNEAPOLIS, DU· 
LUTH,and all points in the Great Northwest. Its . 
La Crosse and Minnesota Line 
ls the Best Route between CHiCAGO and LA CROSSE, 
" INONA ROCHESTE R, OWATONNA, MANKATO, 
.,;T PETER N E W UL>f,and aU points in CENTRAL 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its 
Green Bay and Marquette LIne 
Is the Only' Line bet'ween CHICAGO and JANESVILLE -
WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC,N~ENAH, MEN 
ASHA OSHKOSH GREEN BAY, MARQUETTE 
HUUGHTON, HANCOCK, and lhe LAKE SUPERIOB 
COUNTRY· It!.. -
Freeport and Dubuque Line _ 
Is the Only Route botween CHICAGO and ELGIN, 
ROCKFORD, FREEPuRT, and all poinls via Freeport. 
Its 
Chicago and Milwaukee Line 
Is the old Lake Shore Route belween CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND PARK WAUKEGAN RACINE, RiEN-
OSHA and MILWAUkEE, and the :Best Route to SHE· 
BOYGAN, MANlTWOC, GREEN LAKE and RIPON. 
JL-is the Only R oad in the West running Pullman Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. 
Bear in mind no other road runs Pullman Hotel Gars', or 
any other form of Hotel Cars THROUGH between Chicago 
and the Missouri River. AU Ticket Agents can sell you 
Through T ickets by thIS Route. . . . 
. It is the Only Road runmng PuUman Sleepmg Cars' eIther 
way between Chicago and St. Paul, or any point north 01 
Ch,cago. 
New York Office. <1'5 Broadway. Boston Office. 5. S!!,-te 
Street. Omaha Office, '324 Farnam Street. San FrancISCO 
Office, 2 New Montgomery Street. Chicago Ticket ,Offices, ~ 
6. Clark Street, under Sherman House; 75 Canal, cor. Mad. 
ison Street; 59 State, cor. Randolph Streel; P.lmer Ho!,,~;, 
Grand Pacific Hotel.: Kinzie Street Depot, cor. W os,t ~1D~e­
and Canal Stree ,s ; Wells,Street Depot,cor. Wells and ~m- . 
zie_ Slreets. 
For Tmf~rD)iltion. folders, ;;;;;:;.:- etc. , not obtaiDatil~ at 
Home Ticket Office, address any agent. of the Company, . or 
MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H. STENNET~, . 
Gen'l Manager, Chicago. Gen'I Pass.Ag't, Chicac"", 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary, ............... 1 5<> I The five books sent to teac:h· 
Common School,. : •••. • • 1.50 ers for examination lOT '3·50, . 
COUDting-House, ... ...... 3.00 but only in reply to I""lUeita 
Lecturesl'l.o;. Key, ••• 2 .00 accompaDied by th!, mOllOl 
Special terms for introduction. . ' 
ClIUI, "!f. J. GILBERT, Publisher, St. Louis,)[o. , 
